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Make the Most of 
Your Fishing 
Experience this Year 
... Share It With 
Someone New 
People who have been 
around seriou anglers knov. they 
can be a ecretive bunch. T1ying 
to pry a fa, orite hot pot out of an 
angler can be about a ca~y a~ 
gcttmg a poker player to sho'' h1 
hand before the final call. 
Not wanting to broadcast a 
hot fishing hole i human nature 
and understandable. But anyone 
who ha not hared their cnthu i-
asm for the port v. 1th a new-
comer 1 missing out on one of 
the most truly enjoyable aspects 
of fi bing. Witnessing the un-
bridled enthusiasm of a child 
catching a mess of blucgi lls or a 
neighbor getting his or her first 
ta te of a sa\ o1y walleye can be 
eYcry b1t as satl'ifymg a tymg 
into a trophy fish of your O\\ n. 
That i my challenge to 
the 500,000-plus anglers 
throughout the state who will 
\\ et a hook this year: Intro-
• 
duce someone to the sport of 
fi hing \\ ho ha~ ne' er tried it 
before. 
Th1s 1ssuc of the Conserva-
tiow~llS as trad1t1onal and a 
anticipated for fishing enthu iasts 
a the first bobber of the pring 
bemg pulled under the water by a 
capp) bluegill It 1 the fislung 
tssue. a fmon tc hot pot that 
angler fi-om all over the tate 
come back to cvc1y year at th1 
time for in ·1ght from our expert , 
the fi hcncs b10logi t . 
ln th1 year' fi htng foreca t 
i ue. we ha\ c added a number 
of ne'' features atmed at encour-
aging partiCipation from tho e 
who ha\ c not yet di covered the 
imple, strc. s-relieving sport of 
fi hing. 
A m the pa t, diehard 
angle1 ''Ill find thi year' 
foreca t bnmmmg w1th the fi hmg 
infom1at10n they eek on the 
water of Iowa. Many will find 
useful info1mation on potential 
new fi hmg de tmations and al o 
learn a fc,, ne'' thing about old 
fa, 01ite fishmg hole . 
But sometime in the que t to 
provide the very late t, most 
detai led infon11ation to fishing 
enthusia ts, potential angler can 
get lo tin the huffle. That's why 
we've added addi t1onal features 
to this issue targeted at helping 
the no\ tee get started m an 
endeavor that ha pro' 1ded joy 
and atisfaction to so many of us 
over the years. Among the 
features we've added are tips on 
be t place around the state to 
take a kid fishmg. out-of-the-\\'a) 
pot that offer the best of 
low·a 's scemc beauty and places 
where familie can go to combine 
fi hing with a number of other 
outdoor activ ttie ·. 
Nearly e\eryone \\ho fishe 
toda) had a mentor some\\ here 
along the \\ay. It could hme been 
a parent, grandparent. brother, 
uncle, neighbor or fncnd. One of 
the bigge t allures to fi hing is the 
tune pent wtth a fnend or family 
member awa} from the ha le of 
normal eYel)da) It \ mg. 
hare that expencnce \\ tth 
omeone nev. to the . port thi 
year,ju t a omcone likely did 
with you when you 'tarted. It has 
often been aid that the worst day 
fi hing i better than your be t 
day at work. hare that spmt with 
omeone and find out hO\\ even 
more rewarding your own fishing 
experience can be. 
Jeffrey R. Vonk 
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~ 2003 FISHING FORECAST 
\_ Iowa's fisheries experts share their secrets - or at 
least some of them - on where, when and how to 
catch fish in Iowa. 
26 IOWANS CARING FOR NATURAL RESOURCES 
3 
·3 
by Julie Tack 
Caring for the environment is more than an ethic for 
five Iowa businesses and organizations, it's part of 
everyday life and how they do business. They are 
the recipients of the Governor's 2002 Environmental 
Excellence A wards. 
IOWA'S TROUT ARE GOING WILD 
by Bill Kalishek 
Land management practices are improving the 
quality of Iowa's trout streams. Within two short 
decades, more than 20 streams now produce their 
own wi ld trout. 
2003 STAMP DESIGNS 
2002 TREE FARMERS OF THE YEAR 
by Bob Petrzelka 
It's hard to find stronger advocates for forestry and 
forest management than Ron and Carol Fullencamp of 
West Point, 2002 Tree Farmers of the Year. 
4 MEETING THE CHALLENGE • ~ by Bob Castelline 
DNR pollution prevention interns are working with 
Iowa's business and industry to reduce waste and save 
money. 
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ETTERS 
Ask the Warden 
I really enjoy your magazme 
\·ery much. It has many u eful and 
mtcre tmg articles. 
The first thing I read i Chuck 
Hume ton' Warden Diary with 
hi humorou and not o humorous 
·tories in the field. 
At work and out hunting with 
fnends the topic keeps commg up 
1 th1 legal? 
Thts come back to the Iowa 
Conservationist as a very mfonna-
tional magazine. And if there wa 
ever a thought of a ection called 
omething like "Ask the Warden" 
where hunters and con ervat1omst 
could a k que tions that keep 
commg up m conversation that are 
probably asked elsewhere, and 
publish the answers. 
Thanks very much for your 
time and keep up the good work. 
Michael Culbertson 
Dubuque 
Mixed feelings on the 
2003 calendar 
r had to laugh at the letter in 
your most recent issue titled: 
"Calendar is Garbage." When I 
received the calendar in the mail I 
immediately put it up in my living 
room. I was also very careful not 
to bend or tear any pages as 1 plan 
on putting each one in a picture 
frame and hang them in my hall-
way at the end of the year. ln my 
humble opinion, your calendars 
alone are worth my continued 
subscription to "The Conservation-
ist." The latest one being 
particularly special. 
Oh, but I must admit I did go 
lo\\ .1 ( ""'cr.allon"t • March Apnl 2003 
to the bank and pick up one of 
theirs for scribbling on. 
Chris Hackman 
Postville 
I just received the 2003 Iowa 
Wildlife Art calendar from the 
Iowa Conservationist. Since moving 
away from Iowa three years ago, I 
have enJoyed hanging the calendar 
in my home each year to remmd me 
of the tate in which I grew up. 
While the paintings in this year' 
calendar are very nice, I don't think 
they do a much to capture the 
diverse beauty oflowa 's land cape 
and 1ts wildlife as have the photo-
graph of years past. 
I will enjoy having thi year's 
calendar on my wall, but I hope 
that next year's will return to 
having photographs. 
Steven Riley 
Carrboro, N.C. 
To start with I think you have a 
great magazine and as you know 
you can't please everyone. The 
ATV ads don't bother me at all. I 
didn't pay any attention to (them) 
until the people started writing to 
you about them. Some people 
don't like ads in any magazine. I 
for one do. 
Now for the 2003 DNR 
calendar. I think it is a great 
calendar. I DO have mine hanging 
in my living room. I like all of the 
pictures very very much. And I 
would never ever think about 
writing all over it. Mr. Lawson 
could have sent me his calendar. I 
could use another one. So you 
hang in there and keep the 
calendars and magazines just the 
way they are. 
Jim Smttl 
West Burlingtor 
ATV s are not such a 
bad thing 
In regards to the letter by Loren 
Lown about A TV s, I can't see 
ATVs as anti-environmental ma-
chines if used properly. True in some 
cases people abuse this privilege. In 
our cases my husband and I, we 
have each one. We are 69 years old 
and don't walk hke we used to. 
These machines are a perfect way 
for us to get out to our hunting spots 
We consider them a good old 
person's rig. 
Also on the letter from Robert 
Lawson regarding the new 2003 
DNR calendar. I thought the calen-
dar was beautiful with the farmstead-. 
and all, and its not nice to call it 
garbage. Anyone who gives you a 
beautiful calendar free should not 
complain about it. I'm sure the 
artists, printer and all worked hard 
on this calendar. 
Marlene Petersor 
Brit 
Degradation with 
advertisements 
I am very di appointed in the 
fact that you and the rest of the 
publishing hierarchy have chosen to 
put ads in the conservationist maga-
zine. I think it degrades it very much. 
I thought with a change of com-
mands in this magazine that some 
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new but not warranted changes 
would be made to no good. I think 
that you didn't need to bring so 
much color into the fanner good 
magazine. If costs were the prob-
lem I would have favored raising 
the subscription prices and leaving 
the magazine the old black and 
white. In fact you might be able to 
read the Warden's comments 
without all the color. I too am 
considering not renewing it after all 
these years that I was a member. 
Sorry. 
Ray Wittenmeyer 
Cedar Rapids 
Nonresident licenses only 
for the rich 
The Iowa DNR needs to 
rethink the exorbitant cost for 
nonresident licenses in our state. 
The DNR's image of nonresident 
hunters may not be exactly correct. 
I'm sure like most people they see 
a bunch of rich guys with their new 
Suburban, new gun and their L.L. 
Bean clothes doing anything they 
can to get a limit of pheasants. 
The DNR is right. THOSE 
guys CAN afford the high price for 
Iowa's nonresident license. They 
are a minority and not the only 
nonresident hunters enjoying our 
state. 
How about a grandfather taking 
his grandson who lives out of state 
on his first turkey or deer hunt? 
How about a young man who had 
to move out of state to keep his 
job? This young man would love 
to carry on the family deer hunting 
tradition. Our state is making it 
extremely difficult for these 
cherished experiences to occur. 
The cost for me to take my 
nonresident grandson turkey 
hunting including hunting license, 
habitat stamp and turkey license is 
$189.50. I can only think of one 
word when I see fees like this, 
"GREED." I truly believe the 
bond that has been created in our 
families by our outdoor experi-
ences over the years should be 
continued and affordable for 
years to come. The new experi-
ences I want to share with my 
grandkids should be affordable 
even if they live in another state. 
The state of Missouri now 
assesses an Iowa resident an 
additional $25 fee for their 
nonresident license. Why? 
Because our state has raised our 
nonresident fees so high. 
This is wrong. Not only is 
the Iowa DNR hurting nonresi-
dents they are hurting residents as 
well. If the DNR does not want 
nonresident hunting then restrict 
the number oflicenses but please 
do not make nonresident hunting 
only for the rich. 
Gene Warner 
Solon 
(edited for length) 
The Imva Conservationist welcomes letters from readers. Printed 
letters reflect the opinions of the author. Letters may be edited for length 
and clanty. Letters can be emailed to alan.foster@dnr.state.ia.us. 
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Last year was the 26th and final Re)ef\ 
time for Joe Schwartz to \\:rite this ~table). 
fishmg forecast. Schwartz is enjoying Hoopen 
the good li fc as a "retiree" and I was and-rei 
h1rcd as hts . uccessor. One of 
Schv,:artz' signature statements was ... 
the ~pnng \\Cather 1s good, fishing wlil 
be good." H1s rule has not changed 
and I also expect good fishing in 2003 
1 f the \Veather cooperates. 
Last year cool weather created 
inconsistent fishing m April. But as atr 
temperatures, along with water tem-
peratures, warmed in May, fishing 
improved dramatically and remained 
good tlu·ough early June. Crappie 
fishmg \\US \Cry good at Three Mile 
lake, Vikmg Lake, DeSoto Bend, Btg 
Creek and Prame Rose. In late Ma) 
and early June, bluegill fishing exploded 
and stayed that way until mid-June. 
largemouth bass fishing was also good 
dunng May and June. One of the 
reasons fishmg is good during the 
spring and early summer is because 
fish are shallow, near the shore and 
more vulnerable to anglers. 
As sununer wears on, heat and 
humidity take over, precipitation is 
often spotty and fishing pressure and 
success typically drops. Anglers tend 
to stay home due to the uncomfortable 
conditions and the fish tend to mo\e to 
deeper \\ater where they are less 
accessible. However, m the cooler 
morning and e\'cnings, largemouth 
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~emouth 
bass and channel catfish move closer 
to shore to feed and can provide some 
exciting midsummer angling. 
With good weather, I predict 
excellent fishing in southwest Iowa in 
2003. For panfish, I recommend Big 
Creek, Three Mile, Mcadow, Viking, 
Prailie Rose, Ahquabi, Hooper and 
Little River lakes, and Red Rock 
Reservoir (if water levels are fairly 
stable). Don Williams, Ahquabi and 
Hooper should be excellent for catch-
and-release largemouth bass fishing. 
If walleye are your preference, I 
suggest Big Creek, Little River, 
Mormon Trail and Manawa. 
Don't forget channel catfish, 
\\h1ch are abundant mall our lakes, 
espectally Prairie Rose and Easter, 
and our streams and nvers. For the 
more adventurous angler, don't 
overlook Three Mile Lake for muskie 
fishing. 
The followmg tables should help 
gUJde you to your favonte fish. If 
that's not enough, contact the fisheries 
biologist in your area. Good fishing!! 
Honorable 
Mention 
Ahquabi, 
Warren; Badger 
Creek, Madison; Big Creek, Polk; 
Easter, Polk; Fogle Lake, Ringgold; 
Fulsom, Mills; Icaria, Adams; 
Lilllefield, Audubon; Little River, 
Decafllr; Manawa, Potta1\'attamie; 
Manposa, Jasper; Mi ouri River, 
Potlawattamie; Monnon Trail, 
Adwr; Onent, Adair; Prairie Rose, 
Shell~r; Rock Creek, Jasper; Slip 
BlulT, Decatur; Twelve Mile, 
Union. 
BLUEGILL-----
LAKE OR STREAM 
Ahquabi, Warren 
Carter, Pottmvattamie 
Fogle, Ringgold 
Little River, Decatur 
Nine Eagles, Decatur 
Nodaway. Adair 
Three Mile, Union 
West Lake Osceola, Clarke 
c oMMENTs 
Good for 8- to 12-inch redear sunfish. 
Challenge to catch. Good for 7- to 8-
inch bluegill. 
Fair numbers of 8- to 8.5-inch fish. 
Seven- to 8-inch fish are common. 
Redear up to I 0 inches are a bonus. 
Seven- to 8-inch fish are common. 
Good bluegi ll fishing lake. 
Little fishing pressure. Bluegills 
average 7 to 8 inches. 
Good for 7-mch fish. 
Tremendous population of7- to 8.5-
inch fi sh, some up to 9. Redear to 11 
inches. 
Seven and one-half- to 8.5-inch fish. 
Fish flooded timber edges. 
Honorable Mention 
The designation "honorable mention," means 
the lakes listed have good populations of the 
respective species, although the fish may average 
slightly smaller: Beaver, Dallas; Big Creek, Polk; Greenfield, Adair; 
Hooper, Wan·en; Littlefield, Audubon; Little River, Decatur; MeadOV\, 
Adair; Nine Eagles, Decatur; Nodaway, Adair; Viking, Montgome1J'. 
Beaver, Dallas 
Carter, Pottmmttamie 
DeSoto Bend. Ha1Tison 
Greenfield, Adair 
Mormon Trail, Adair 
Red Rock, Marion 
Three Mile, Union 
Viking Lake, Montgome1y 
West Lake Osceola, Clarke 
CRAPPIE 
Dandy 9- to ll -inch fish. 
Good numbers of 9- to 12-inch fish. 
Good fishing for 8- to 13-inch crappie. 
Best in early spring around structure. 
Nine- to 12-inch fish common. 
Eight- to I 0-inch fish. 
Fish when water is clear, try feeder 
stream coves. Good numbers of 7- to 
1 0-inch-plus fish. 
Good numbers of 8.5- to 1 0.5-inch fish 
with fair numbers of 11- to 13-inchers. 
Good numbers of 8- to 9-inch crappies. 
Size is consistent with last year. 
Nine- to 1 0.5-inch fish with some up 
to 12. 
LARGEMOUTH BASS Honorable Mention 
Badger Creek, Afadison 
Don \\ II Iiams, Boone 
Farm Ponds 
Little R1 vcr, Decatur 
Mcadow, Adair 
Prame Ro~c. Shelby 
Red Rock, \!anon 
Three Mile, Lmon 
Andy's Picks 
Andy 
Moore, 
southwest 
Iowa 
regional 
fisheries 
• 
superVIsor 
EDITOR'S NOTE: We asked 
each of the four forecast authors 
for their pick'> on 1-t'lzere in their 
district they would go if they had 
on~v one day to fish this year, the 
best place to take a youngster, the 
top family getaway destination 
and the region 's "best kept 
secret." 
BEST LAKE: 
Three Mile Lake 
Why: Three Mile Lake near 
Lots of 12- to 18-inch ba~s 
w1th an occa<)1onal Junker. 
Mo t fish are 13 to 17 
mche , ome lunker-o.,vc 
fish. Try pomt~ and woody 
structure in coves and 
northern portion of lake. 
Most pnvate pond"> 111 
">Outhwest Iov~ a arc 
tremendou bass fi..,hcnc .... 
Don't forget to a-,k tor 
Ahquabi, Warren; Badger Creek, Madi-
son; Beaver, Dallas; Big Creek, Polk; 
Easter, Polk; 
Greenfield, Adair; 
Green Valley, 
Unwn; I looper, 
Warren; l lickory Grove, 
Story; Manawa, Pottal-t-'attanue; Mariposa, 
Ja5per; me Eagles, Decatur; Saylorville, 
Polk, Twelve M1le, Umon: Ytkmg, tfont-
gome11': We t Lake Osceola, Clarke. 
pcnn!SS!On. 
Try fishing submerged brush and trees. Good numbers of 2- to 3.5-pounders. 
Good ba s lake. !--o1iy percent of the populatiOn is 15 inches or larger. 
Large fi h, 14 to 20 mches F1sh the stake beds and brush piles. 
Best from m1d-May to mtd-July. Try \\.'h1tebreast area. 
Trcmendou fishmg for 11 - to 15-mch fish \\ tth good number of 16- to 19-mch 
fish. Our most popular tournament lake 
Creston has a wide variety of fish 
that can be caught at different times 
of the year. The lake has bluegill and 
crappie for pnng and early summer 
fishing, largemouth ba s and channel 
catfish for spring through fall fishing, 
and walleye and muskellunge for the 
specialty and trophy seeking angler. 
Must have tackle: I would 
suggest crankbaits in a variety of 
colors from stlvcr to fluorescent 
orange for bass, \\allcye and 
muskies; yellow and white jigs and 
minnows for crappie; black jigs and 
night crawlers for bluegill; and 
prepared baits and night crawlers for 
channel catfish. 
Hotspots: Spnng fishing is 
good in wind-wanned coves and 
adjacent deeper water. Early 
summer fishing is good along weed 
lines and rocks in 3 to 5 feet of 
water. Mid- to late-summer fishing 
should be done in 4- to 12-feet of 
water around heavier cover or 
underwater mounds or rock piles. 
Fall fishing can be done in 3 to 4 
feet of water out to 12 feet around 
mounds or rock piles. depending on 
the \\ ater temperatures. 
Must know: There is a concession 
on the lake, which is open May 
through September, that sells bait and 
other items. TI1ere is also camping 
and cabins for rent. Bass tournaments 
are frequent on weekends and the 
lake also has a power boatmg zone. 
KID'S PICK: 
Lake Ahquabi 
Located south"" est of Indianola, 
this lake has excellent bluegilL redear 
and crappie fishing, along with excel-
lent shoreline access, fishing jetties 
and an enclosed fishing pier. There is 
not a large number of"snags" in the 
lake, which makes fishing with 
youngsters more enjoyable. 
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Big Creek, Polk 
Des Moines River, Polk & Boone 
DeSoto, Harrison 
Little River, Decatur 
Manawa, Pottawattamie 
Mormon Trail, Adair 
Saylorville, Polk 
WALLEYE 
Fifteen-inch minimum length limits, with one fish over 20 inches daily. Bag limit 
of three fish. Lots of smaller walleye, some approaching length limit. 
Fish below Corps dams, low-head dams and gravel riffles. Scott Street Dam is 
good in the spring. 
Best in spring. Fair numbers of 14- to 17-inch fish. 
Fish average 14 to 20 inches. Excellent population. Fish 12 pounds present. 
Should be good again in 2003. Mostly 14- to 16-inch fish. Fish up to 8 pounds. 
Good population of half-pound fish. 
Best in late spring. Fish sandy points, old river channel, old roadbeds, outlet 
from Big Creek Lake and tailwaters from lake. 
Try the flooded roadbeds and humps for 15- to 20-inch fish. Three Mile, Union 
Twelve Mile, Union Fish roadbeds and creek channel edges. Fish are 13 to 24 inches. 
Big Creek, Polk 
Manawa, Pottawattamie 
Rock Creek, Jasper 
Springbrook, Guthrie 
FAMILY FRIENDLY: 
Don Williams Lake 
Don Williams Lake, five miles 
north of Ogden, would be a good 
choice for family fun. The park has 
a good camping area, a small 
museum, shelter facliities, bait shop/ 
cafe and an attached golf cow·se. 
The lake is about 30 miles from 
Ames and the Iowa State University 
theaters and seasonal sporting 
events. 
IDDDEN JEWEL: 
Meadow Lake 
Meadow Lake, just north of 
Greenfield, is a 42-acre lake that does 
not get a lot of attention because it is 
associated with a wildlife area. It has 
no beach or rest room facilities, but 
offers good fishing for largemouth 
bass, bluegill and crappie. Plenty of 
underwater brush piles provide good 
access to fish. 
BULLHEADS 
Medium-sized, 8 to 10 inches, with a few 12 inches. 
Nice size fish. Average l pound. 
Fish are definitely keepers but not as many as in the past. 
Medium-sized, not as many as in past years. 
Three Miles, Union 
MUSKIES -----
Fish up to 46 inches (20 pounds) and 
growing rapidly. 
WHITEBASSIWIPERS - --
Red Rock, Marion 
Saylorville, Polk 
Fish midsummer, off of dam towards 
the beach or up towards marina. Good 
in the Des Moines River up to Scott 
Street Dam in spring. Good to excellent 
fishing in the tail water area below dam. 
Good in reservoir and below dam. Try 
below spillway from Big Creek Lake. 
White bass average 8 to 13 inches with 
some to 16 inches. 
CHANNELCATFISH ---
Ahquabi, Warren 
Big Creek, Polk 
Easter, Polk 
Fogle, Ringgold 
Icaria, Adams 
Little River, Decatur 
Nice fish, 18 to 20 inches common, 
with some up to 30. 
Really nice fish, lots of them and not 
many catfish anglers. 
Excellent for 12- to 20-inch fish. 
Great numbers of2- to 4-pound fish . 
All sizes offish up to 5 pounds. 
Many 2- to 8-pounders and some 10 to 
12. 
March l,.\pnl 2003 • ll" 'a Con,cn attomst 9 
CHANNEL CATFISH, cont. 
1anm\a, f'ottmmtramu: 
t\1omlon fraiL Adair 
Nme I aglc..,, Decatur 
Pra me Ro..,c, S!Jelb_,. 
S\\ Rt\CI" 
Three \1tlc, L nion 
Tweh e l\1tlc, Umon 
West Lake Osceola, Clarke 
I ( 
by Jon Christensen 
The long winter has left you 
sickened\\ tth cabm fe,er wattmg for 
the open-\\ ater fishmg season. You 
have subdued your urge by. prepptng 
your gear and rcadmg amcles tn 
fishing maga/lncs. But spring has 
arrived, and now it's time to head to 
the water. You can hardly wait to 
feel that btte and land the first fish. 
The big quest JOn, though. stops you 
dead in your tracks. Where should 1 
go fishmg? f·ottunately, southca-,t 
Iowa abounds wtth opportunity, from 
the Mississippi River, reservoirs and 
lakes to inland rivers and fann ponds. 
Late winter and into early spring 
can offer great fishmg opportumttes 
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Good number..,, mo">t 2 to 6 pounds. 
~ome up to 12 pow1<h 
vel) good number.., of 15- to 18-mch 
fi~h 
T\\0- to 6-pound cats arc abundant and 
under-used by angler .... 
Good numbers of 3- to 6-pound fish, 
... omc up to 12 Some flathcads present . 
( atfi hare abunddnt 111 a lin\ ers. 
Good number~ of 2- to 6-pound fish 
Cats 2 to 6 pound.., common, a fe\\ to 
I 0 pounds. Good catly. on cut shad. 
1\\0- to 4-poundcr ... m a liable wtth a 
fe,, up to 12. 
for \\alleye angler.., on the Mi stsstppt 
Rt\ er. V.. alley c. and thetr close cousm 
the sauger, congregate belO\\ lock 
and dams and ofT\\ mgdams. Larger 
jtgs, one-hal r ounce or heavier, are 
needed to get ncar the bottom where 
these fish arc located. Fishing can 
also be good tn the fall near rocky 
areas and\>\ mgdam . Walleyes and 
sauger tend to mtgrate to deeper 
areas of the nvcr m late fa ll. Lake 
Rathbun has also been a staple 
walleye fi shety and offers opportuni-
ties to catch fish into the summer. 
Channel catfish abow1d in the 
Mississtppt Rt\er: howe\ er, our inland 
Honorable Mention 
Carter, Pottmmttanue; 
Cedar, /vfadzson: Green Valley, 
Union; Littlefield, Audubon; 
Marion County Board Lake, 
\!anon: MeadO\\, ·1dazr: 
~Oda\\ ay., Adwr: Oncnt -ldair: 
Red Rock, \!anon: Rock Creek, 
Jmper: Say lor\ tile. Polk: Summit 
Lake, Union: Ytking, \Jontgom-
el)': Willow Lake, 1/arriwn. 
11\ er. and lakes m ~outheast Iowa 
can also offer some great actiOn 
.... 
throughout the year Typtcally. these 
ltsh are easy to catch, reqwre no 
fancy equipment and can be caught 
from boat or shore on various baits. 
Rathbun and Coral\ ille reservoirs 
can be excellent Ill carl} "Pring after 
tee-out. Catfish con,gregate m the 
\\am1cr shallo\\ areas of these 
re er\ oirs to feed on dead fish during 
this pre-spawn penod. Dead shad 
and cutbait arc great early baits. 
Fishing is also good in June when 
the catfish begin to spawn. Channel 
catfish tend to be more aggrcssiYe 
otters d~ 
can also 
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June when 
Channel 
bttcrs during this time. Summertime 
can also offer good fishing. As the 
water warms, catfish tend to migrate 
to deeper pools and readily accept 
dipbaits, liver and other baits. Inland 
rivers such as the Wapsipinicon, 
Skunl<. Cedar and Iowa also offer 
exceptional angling for both channel 
catfish and flathead catfish. Below 
drift piles and in deeper pools are 
good areas to start in these rivers. 
Pan fishing can be excellent, 
especially in the lakes and abundant 
farm ponds. The smaller, shallow 
farm ponds warm quicker than the 
lakes and offer some fast action for 
blucgills in the spring and early 
summer. BlucgJll fishing will also be 
Honorable Mention 
Central, Jones; farm ponds; 
Hannen, Benton ~ Kent, Johnson; 
Miami ,Monroe; Mississippi River 
pools 16, 18and 19, Odessa, Louisa; 
White Oak, Mahaska. 
good at Sugema. Geode, Wapello and 
Lake Iowa where they will readily 
accept smalljtgs and live baits. 
Crappie anglers should find 
success and quality fish on Coralville, 
Miami, Rathbun and Odessa lakes. 
Look for crappies around brush in the 
spring. C rapptes are easiest to catch 
dunng the spawning period when the 
water temperatures hit around 62 to 
65 degrees. Fall can also be a good 
t1me to catch crappies. 
Redcar sunfish offer an added 
bonus. 1 ry for redears in Lake Iowa, 
Dtamond. Wapello and Geode in the 
spring with a small worm or leech on 
a hook or jig near the bottom. These 
larger, handsome panfish are sure to 
offer a memorable outing. 
Topwatcr baits can offer some 
explosive action in spring and summer 
for largemouth bass. Bass are almost 
always around cover, so cast around 
sunken tTees, docks and vegetation. 
Having a good supply oftopwater 
baits, diving crankbaits,jigs and soft 
plastic baits is sometimes needed to 
trigger fish to strike. Farm ponds are 
good areas to start catching bass; 
they watm up quickly, offering great 
action through spring and summer. 
These small jewels can be your best 
bet for excellent action - and a 
trophy. Anglers arc reminded to ask 
permission since most oflowa 's farm 
ponds are privately owned. Other 
areas to try for bass are Hawthorn, 
Geode, Sugema and Wapello. 
Fishing is said to be one of 
America's favorite pastimes and it's 
easy to see why. It puts us closer to 
nature, it can be enjoyed in company 
or solitude by anyone no matter if 
you're a rookie or a pro. Why not try 
fishing southeast Iowa on your next 
fishing outing. More imp01tantly get 
out there and enjoy the resource! 
BLUEGILLS 
LAKE OR S TREAM 
Diamond, Pmt ·eshiek 
Geode, Henry 
Hawthorn, Mahaska 
Iowa, Imm 
Indian, Van Buren 
Mississippi River, Poo/17 
Sugema, Van Buren 
Wapello, Davis 
Coralville, Johnson 
Darling, Washington 
Indian, rran Buren 
Macbride, Johnson 
Miami, Monroe 
COMMENTS 
Average harvest size 6 to 8 inches. 
Good numbers of7- to 8-inch fish; a 
perennial producer of big bluegills. 
Good numbers of 6- to 8-inch fish. 
Good numbers of 6- to 9-inch fish. 
Excellent quality, with good numbers of 
8- to 9-inch fish. 
Concentrate efforts in Big Timber. 
Cleveland Slough, Hidden Acres, 
Bogus Island, Blanchard Slough and 
Eagle Fill. 
Tremendous number of7- to 9-inchers. 
Excellent number of 8- to I 0-inch fish. 
Concentrate efforts ncar partially 
submerged timber and rock piles. 
CRAPPIES 
Excellent numbers of9- to 12-inch fish, 
wtth larger fish available. 
Dense population with several 1 0- to 
12-inch fish caught. 
Good numbers of9- to 11 -inch fish 
with 12- to 14-inch fish available. 
Dense population of 7- to 9-inch fish. 
Excellent nun1bers of 8- to I l-inch fish, 
with trophy fish available. 
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Honorable Mention 
Diamond, Poweshiek: lovva, 
loll'a; Keomah, /'vfaha ka: 
Mi i ippi River pools 16 and 18: 
Plea ant Creek, Linn. 
Geode, /!eJTr) 
Hav.thom, !1/ahaska 
Macbnde. Johnmn 
Mtaml, \lcmroe 
Jon's Picks 
Jon Christensen, 
southeast Iowa 
f isheries 
technician 
BEST LAKE: 
Lake Rathbun 
W hy: Lake Rathbun is defi-
nitely at the top of the list of 
consistent quality crappie fisheries. 
Abundant size classes of crappies 
are available and anglers should 
have success catching 12-inch-plus 
fish. 
Crappie fishing tips: The 
best time to catch crappies on 
12 lo" J l on•cn ~toomst • \IJrcll Arnl 2003 
CRAPPIES, cont. 
Mississippi River, Pool 17 
Mississippi R1vcr, Pool 19 
Odes a. Low \a 
Rathbun, lppwwo.\e 
Sugema, Van Buren 
Big Timber produces fish of all sizes. 
Clover Slough has fish of all sizes. 
h~h 9 to 12 mches abundant, with fish 
14 mches and larger a\ai lable. 
Good numbers of 6- to l 0-mch fish 
w1th trophy fish available. 
Good angling available with fish 
averagmg 9 to 10 inches. 
LARGEMOUTH BASS 
A real ba s factory good numbers of ">Ub-legal fish. 
Good number-, of 16- to 22-
Honorable Mention inch fish and catch-and-
release fi5h m the 12- to 16-
mch protected ~., Jot Slle hmtt. 
F1 h of all 11e \\ tth good 
numbers of2- to 4-pounders. 
Excellent nwnbers of 
vanous stzes avatlable. 
Darling, Washington; 
Diamond, PoH·eshiek, 
fann pond : lov.a. 
loH·a, Keomah, 
Afalw\ka; M 1 s1 sippi River 
pool 16, 18 and 19; Odes a, Lowsa. 
Lake Rathbun is shortly after ice-out 
to the end of the spawning period. 
After ice-out, crapp1es begin migrat-
ing to the shallo\\ warmer coves. 
The spawning period for crappies in 
Lake Rathbun begins when the water 
hits the lower 50s and runs through to 
the lower 60s. usually from the ftrst to 
third week m May. Most crappies 
move off their pawning beds shortly 
after Memorial Day. 
Hotspots: Find habitat and you 
will find crappies. Try fishing around 
trees, flooded vegetation and rock 
outcroppings. Boat anglers should 
have early success at South Fork and 
Bridgeview. During the peak of the 
spawn, fish Buck Creek, Honey 
Creek, Bridgeview and near the 
shoreline and coves throughout the 
lake. After the spawn. crappies can 
be found around deeper water habitat. 
Shore anglers can find crappies at 
Island View, Bridge\ iev,. and Buck 
Creek. 
Must know: Lake Rathbun is 
eight miles northwest of Centerville 
and there are several bait shops 
nearby. Campmg and cabin rentals 
are available at Honey Creek State 
Park and through the Army Corps of 
Engineers. 
KID'S PICK: 
Kent Park 
Kent Park. located west of Tiffin in 
Johnson County, offers plenty of 
opportunity for the young angler. 
Bluegills can be caught fairly easily 
from shore around brush piles. Small 
hooks tipped with a piece of night 
crawler and a small bobber work 
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Mississippi River, Pool 17 
Pleasant Creek, Linn 
Sugema, Van Buren 
Wapello, Davis 
Mississippi River, Pools 16-19 
Rathbun, Appanoose 
Macbride, Johnson 
Pleasant Creek, Linn 
Coralville, Johnson 
Iowa River, Johnson 
Wapello, Davis 
Diamond Lake, Poweshiek 
Geode,Hemy 
Iowa, Imva 
especially well around late May and 
early June. Catfish are abundant 
and can be caught fairly easy on 
crawlers, liver and paste baits. 
Kent Park has shoreline access 
around the entire 26-acre lake. With 
playground equipment, hiking, 
swimming, camping and restored 
prairies, there is plenty of opportu-
nity for a child's imagination to run 
free if the fishing is slow. 
HIDDEN JEWEL: 
Diamond Lake 
Anglers looking for a good quality all-
around lake can't go wrong with 
Diamond Lake in Poweshiek County 
ncar the town of Montezuma south of 
Interstate 80. Diamond Lake is a 
great panfish lake with good numbers 
of7-inch-plus bluegills and 9-inch-plus 
crappies. Largemouth bass fishing is 
LARGEMOUTH BASS, cont. 
The Big Timber area contains all sizes, with trophy sizes available. 
Minimum length limit 18 inches, excellent catch-and-release fishery with larger 
fish available. 
Good numbers of various sizes. Anglers encouraged to harvest fish under 12 
inches. There is a 12- to 18-inch protected slot size limit. 
No-kill regulation; tremendous numbers of 12- to 17-inch fish. 
WHITE BASS 
Good around locks and dams, and wingdams. 
Excellent in summer around humps and points for 10- to 15-inch fish. 
Try fishing in late summer for 12- to 14-inch fish. 
Excellent fishing in summer with topwater baits. 
Best in spring and late summer on spinners and shad-colored crankbaits for 1 0- to 
13- inch fish. 
Good in spring and summer below dams and flow areas. 
RED EARS 
Good numbers of8- to 12-inch fish. 
Abundant numbers of9- to 11-inch fish with larger fish available. 
Good for 8- to 1 0-inch fish. 
Excellent year class of 8- to 9-inch fish. 
also good, with many fish over the 15- spring from shore and by boat off 
inch length limit. The lake also has a of brush piles around early to mid-
noteworthy channel catfish population May when the water temperature 
with fish in several size classes. hits the lower 50s to mid 60s. 
Redear sunfish offer anglers an Catfishing can be excellent, 
added bonus with many pounders especially during June when 
available in the 9- to 11-inch catfish come into the shallows to 
bracket. Diamond Lake is a 98-acre spawn. The lake has good 
lake with good shoreline access. shoreline access and several boat 
Anglers should be aware there is an ramps. If the fish aren't biting, 
electric-only motor restriction and Lake Macbride State Park has 
minnow use is prohibited. Electric boat rental, a playground, beach, 
and nonelectric camping with bath- picnic areas and a great trail 
room and shower facilities are system for hiking and biking. It 
available. has campgrounds available with 
both electric and nonelectric camp 
FAMILY FRIENDLY: sites. Coralville Reservoir borders 
Lake Macbride a portion of the park for added 
opportunities. Lake Macbride is Lake Macbride offers ample opportu-
located just outside Solon and 
nity for a family outing. It is known 
close to Cedar Rapids and Iowa primarily as a good crappie and catfish 
lake. Crappies are easily caught in the City. 
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Coral\ tile Reset"\ otr, Jolumm 
Darhng, ll'mhmgton 
l lawthom, !I lahaska 
Macbtide, Joh1tmn 
1\.1 tarm, \!on roe 
MIS ·iii ippt Rrvcr, Pool.\ I n-19 
Rathbun . . ~ppanoose 
Cedar, 10\\ a. kunk and 
'W ap tptmcon ri' er .... 
1 ts~tc,sippt Rt\ er, Pool' I n-19 
Coral\ tile. Jolmwn 
Rathbun, Appanoose 
Cedar, Iowa. Skunk, and 
'Wap tptntCOn rt\ef\ 
Mtssissippt Rt\Cf. Pools· 16-19 
ugema. f 'an Buren 
Rathbun, Appanoose 
Des Moine Rtver, Wapello 
Macbnde, Jolmmn 
Coralville, Johnson 
lo\\a River, Johnson 
Tom's Picks 
Tom 
Gengerke, 
northwest 
Iowa regional 
fisheries 
• 
superwsor 
BEST OVERALL LAKE: 
West Okoboji 
W hy: West Okoboji in Dickinson 
County has a highly diversified fish 
14 ''"'•' ( on,•r•auom~t • \ larch Apn i 1111H 
CH ANNEL CATFI SH-------
I \ccpttonal fhhery. all <., t/CS avmlablc, excellent post ice-out and summer fishing. 
Lots of mce stnngcr of fi..,h caught 111 late summer. 
l·.xcellent fishcty with fi~h up to 25 111ches. 
Good for all <., t/cs. 
f \.Cellent for all ve . 
Excellent fishmg all SI/Cs available. 
[· xcellent fishery, post tce-out except tonal. 
-\.11 are good producer.... of catfi h 
espectally dunng the summer month.., 
Fish are usually in deep holes or ncar 
dnft ptles 
FLATHEAD CATFI SH 
Honorable Mention 
Bob 
White, 
Wa_vne; 
Corydon 
Resen otr, J!Vavne. Kent. 
-
Johnson; Keomah, Mahaska. 
Wapello. Davis 
Best belO\\ locks and dams. "ingdams, dnft ptlcs and ide channels. 
( Jood for larger fish. 
F-atr for 2- to 20-pounders~ try the Bndgevie\\- area in late spnng and early summer 
Good for all SILes, look for big fish 111 holes during the swnmer. Also try drift piles 
Jnd btidge ptl111g . 
WALLEYES ------------
fry around lock and dams, and \\mgdams. Also good for <.,auger. 
Good for 15- to 19-mch ti hand 24-mchers. 
Excellent fhhcry! Large numbers of 15- to 21-mch fish avatlable. 
Quality angling belo\\ the Ottumv.a l lydropowcr dam: trophy fish avai lable. Best 
[i<.,hmg ts 111 late winter and early spnng. 
Good numbers of 14- to 20-mch fish~ concentrate around rock reefs. 
Good in spring and falltn the upper end around the I-380 bridge. 
Quality anglmg belo" Corahille Dam and lO\\hcad dan1s in Iowa Cit) for 12- to 
16-mch fish. 
community (47 species). There arc at 
least I 0 species of commonly caught 
sportfish, from panfish to predators, so 
the probabil ity that something is biting is 
high. Blucgtll and small mouth bass fish-
cries arc c>.cellent. 
Must have tackle: I suggest 
small j igs, either green or black 
(possibly tipped with a piece of night 
crawler) for bluegill. Use j igs that are 
l/32 to 1/ 16 ounce. Wax wonns or 
wigglers wi ll also work. Smallmouth 
bass fishing is also good using a 
variety of presentations. Crankbaits 
(Shad Raps. Rapalas), 1 '8- to 1 4-
ounce jigs or leeches fished under a 
slip bobber arc all appropriate. 
Hotspots: Boat anglers should 
target rock reefs in 12 to 18 feet of 
water early in the year and move to 
the weed lines by early July. Emerson 
and Miller's bay are favorite loca-
tions for bluegill anglers. Fishing close 
to docks can also be productive. 
Must kno" : There are bait shops 
ncar the lake, including Oh Shucks 
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by Thomas Gengerke 
When anglers think of fishing in 
northwest and north-central Iowa the 
first fish that comes to mind may not 
be the channel catfish. However, 
summer and catfish fishing go hand-
in-hand all across IO\\ a, and rivers 
and streams represent some of the 
best opportunities. In fact, our large-
to-moderate-st7cd streams are 
particularly under-used. They support 
excellent self-sustaining populat10ns. 
Riverine catfish typically average one 
to two pounds: howe\ cr. larger 
mdividuals exceeding l 0 pow1ds are 
not uncommon 
Knowledgeable anglers look for 
brush piles and deep pools during the 
summer. Because catfish are 
omnivorous and therefore opportunis-
tic in their feedmg habtts, many 
near the south end, and three state 
parks on the lake. May is a popular 
time for tournaments, and recreational 
boating activity picks up throughout 
the summer. 
FAMILY FRIENDLY: 
Beeds Lake 
Bccds Lake ( 100 acres) is about 
one mile north and two miles west of 
Hampton. The lake has excellent 
opportunities for crappies. largemouth 
bass and channel catfish. There are 
different types of baits will work. 
Prepared bmts, chicken livers and 
crayfish are extremely popular with 
successful catfish anglers. If you fish 
in the evening, riffie areas can be 
productive. Fish oflen move from the 
adjoinmg pools to the riffies to feed at 
this time of day. 
Where arc some of the best areas 
to find riverine channel catfish in our 
part of the state? Try the East and 
West Fork of the Des Moines River 
in Kossuth and Humboldt counties. 
Research conducted in the 1980s 
found more than 400 pounds per acre 
of catfish in the Des Moines River 
near Algona. The area from 
Estherville north to the Iowa-Minne-
sota border, the Little Sioux River 
from Buena Vista County to the 
Woodbury-Monona county line, the 
Boone River from Webster City to 
the confluence with the Des Moines 
and the Iowa River in Hardin County 
are all excellent. The abundant 
habttat in these river reaches connib-
ute to consecutive strong year-classes 
as well as providing the angler with 
readily accessible locations to harvest 
these fish. As you move downstream 
five jetties, a nice campground with a 
playground, a concession (paddle 
boats, bait, etc.) on the lake and a 
nicely restored shelter for visitors. It's 
also close to Mason City,just in case 
shopping is on your agenda. 
KID'S PICK: 
Upper and Lower Pine lakes 
Upper and Lower Pine lakes, 
located near Eldora, offer great 
opportunities for bluegill and crappie 
fishing. Lower Pine Lake has lots of 
on the Des Moines (Webster County), 
the river becomes wider and anglers 
should search out the deeper pools, 
particularly those on outside bends. 
A bonus in this section is the flathead 
catfish. Each year, flathead in the 
20- to 40-pound class are caught. 
Anglers pursuing flatheads frequently 
use green sunfish, chubs and goldfish 
for bait. 
The North Raccoon River in Sac, 
Calhoun and Carroll counties offers 
the angler a variety of habitats and 
plenty of fish. Anglers should not 
overlook the rock rubble fishing nffies 
or cutbanks along this river reach. 
Many of the fish in the ''Coon" arc 
one to five pounds or larger. 
Specific locations on the Big 
Sioux include the reach from Gitchie 
Manitou to the Klondike Dam (Lyon 
County), the area from the Rock/ 
Sioux access to Oak Grove State 
Park in Stoux County and the Ply-
mouth County accesses located at 
Big Sioux Park and Mills1te. 
Channel Catfish! A good fight! 
Excellent table fare! Lots offish! 
F1sh your rivers and enjoy a great 
outdoor adventure. 
access. Nice bluegills ( 6 to 7 
inches) and crappies (8 to 10 
inches). There is a state park 
adjacent to the lakes. 
HIDDEN JEWEL: 
Dog Creek 
Dog Creek (28 acres), located 
near Sutherland in O'Brien Cow1ty, 
offers crappie, largemouth bass and 
bluegill fishing. Camping, a swim-
mjng beach and a universally 
accessible dock are available. 
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WALLEYES--------- Honorable Mention 
LAKE OR STRE· f~l COIHMENTS East 
Okobojt, 
Diclanwn, 
Clear l ake. Cerro Gordo Good fi">hing 111 2002 \\ 1th nearly 6,000 
fi h harYe ted a\eragmg 17.5 mchcs. 
Expect another good season m 2003. Five lsland,PaloAlto; Silver Lake, 
Did..?mon~ West Fork Des Moines 
Rtver, I Iumboldt. ptnt Lake, D/( k111son 
Stom1 Lake, Buena 1 ·1\ta 
orth fwin, C a/how1 
rvlost fi..,h \\ill m eragc 14 to 20 mches. 
Good numbers of 18- to 20-mch fi">h \1\ ill 
be available during the 2003 seac;on. 
~any 12- to 14-mch \\allcyes \\til fuel good catch-and-release fishing. Early 
angler'> \\tll find fi hmg after dark \viii produce the best results. Later m the year 
the cmcrgmg \1\ccd growth ts a good producer. Jigging a minnow through the 
\\ecd'> or castmg and retne\mg a mght cra\\ler abo\c the 'Aecds are both good 
producer at tht~ ttme of year. Good gro\1\th ofwallcyc through the summer\\tll 
prO\ tde good opportumttes for the \\admg angler dunng the fall. 
Year clas trength ha\e mcrea'>ed smee the annual stoclang of 6-inch 
fingerlings began. Trollmg crankbmts in May and June is still the best way to 
catch walleye m tom1 L ake. Don't forget the 15-mch length hmlt. 
Walleye fishmg v.a excellent m 2002 for mce- 1zed walleye and fishmg should 
be even better m 2003 Lots of \\all eye in the 18- to 21-inch range. Trolling 
crankbatt m the mtddlc of the lake prO\ed to be a deadly tacttc . 
YELLOW PERCH Honorable Mention 
Sth cr Lake,Pa/o A Ito 
Spirit Lake, DI(kinson 
Little Swan Lake, 
//ami/ton 
Clear Lake, Cerro Gordo 
Ingham Lake, Emmet 
Lost Island Lake, Palo , t/to 
Silver Lake,Pa/o Alto 
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Anglers \\ 1ll sec an up~\\ mg m the 
fishe1y with angler-acceptable stze 
fish caught. Pcrst<itence and pattence 
will be rewarded \v ith good catches 
of8- to I 0-inch fish dunng the spring. 
Contmued good gr0\\1h should carry 
Lake 
Comelta, 
Wright; Ingham 
Lake, Emmet; Ltttle Wall Lake, 
Hamilton. 
through and provtde good fishing during the fall. 
Last year anglers caught good number (more than 75.000) of angler-acceptable 
perch from Spmt Lake. Good numbers and grO\\th throughout the summer \\Ill 
produce excellent numbers of large fish for the fall. To quickly locate fish, look 
for the flotilla of boats because they often mdtcate the daily hotspots. 
Last year's SUr\ ey indicates good numbers of 8- to I 0-mch fi~h. Anglers 
typically fish from the boat ramp dock using minnows under a bobber. 
BULLHEADS-----------------
Bullhead averaging 10 inches hould provide excellent fishing in 2003. 
Angler will haf\·e t excellent numbers oflarge fi h dunng 1 003. This lake has the 
potential to provide fast and furious action during the peak spring period. 
This traditional producer will again provide large fish for anglers. 
Good numbers of 1 0-inch bullheads. An added bonus \\ill be yello'A bullheads, 
found in significant numbers during 2002 lake survey. Plenty of shore! me access 
along the northwest, east and sou thea t comers. 
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BULLHEADS, cont. Honorable Mention 
Spirit Lake, Dickinson Trophy bullheads! Surveys reflect fair to 
good numbers of large, plump fish 
approaching 14 inches. 
Black Hawk 
Lake, Sac; 
CHANNEL CATFISH 
Center Lake, 
Dickinson; Dog Lake, 
O'Brien; Rice Lake, Winnebago; 
Silver Lake, Worth. Iowa River, Hardin 
Storm Lake, Buena Vista 
Lake Pahoja, Lyon 
Five Island, Palo Alto 
Recent population survey revealed 
good numbers of one-half- to 2-pound 
fish from Alden to Eldora. Snags and 
deep holes produce well, but don't overlook shallow water riffle areas. 
A perennial catfish hotspot, Storm Lake produced excellent catfish in 2002. Most 
fish will be in the 2- to 5-pound class, with some up to 15. May, June and July are 
the best months, however lots of fish are taken in September on stinkbait. For 
real excitement, drift cutbait on the bottom during July and August. 
Survey results reflect exce11ent numbers of keeper-size ( 18 to 21 inches and 
larger) fish. Superb fishing, mainly in the evening using traditional baits, have 
again proven the success of the cage catfish program. 
The opportunity is there to harvest good numbers of 
20-inch channel catfish. Abundant areas exist for shore 
anglers to explore and find that secret place. Tractitional 
baits are in order; however don't overlook live bait like 
night crawlers. With this versatile bait, an angler may 
end the day with a multi-species catch. 
Honorable 
Mention 
MUSKELLUNGE Black Hawk, Sac; 
Boone River, 
Hamilton; Center 
Lake, Dickinson; 
Crysta I Lake, 
Hancock; Little 
Swan Lake, 
Clear Lake, Cerro Gordo 
West Okoboji, Dickinson 
Spint Lake, Dickinson 
Nelc;on Park Lake, Cral-tf ord 
Yell ow Smoke Lake, Crawford 
Outstanding survival of yearling stockings has produced 
excellent numbers of muskie between 25 and 35 inches. 
Look for this lake to provide good opportunities for 
muskie anglers in the near future. 
West Okoboji has been coming on the last couple years 
and 2003 will be better than last when some fish in the 
35- to 39-inch range were caught. Fishing will be better Dickinson; Silver 
and the fish bigger. Fall is the active time for muskies. Lake, Dickinson. 
This largest of natural lakes has been producing record 
netting catches of sub-legal muskies for the Spirit Lake 
Hatchery the last two years. Small fish usually lead to larger fish and if this holds 
true, Spirit Lake muskie anglers better be ready to do battle with a number of fish 
just below the legal size limit ( 40 inches). Remember, there are a few big fi sh that 
may surprise even the seasoned muskie angler. 
BLUEGILLS 
Fisheries survey in 2002 showed a good population of nice bluegill between 8.5 
and 9 inches. May and June are the best months. 
Last year found anglers harvesting a large number of9-inch bluegill. Due to good 
recruitment, 2003 should provide good fishing for plate-sized gills. 
\\ e~t Okobop. D1c kmmn 
Upper G,u·. Dickmwm 
Iowa Rt\er.llardin 
pmt Lake, Dtckmson 
\\est Okobop. [)f(kmson 
BLUEGILLS, cont. 
\gain blucgtlls \\til prm tdc angler..,\\ tth plenty of cxcttcmcnt and fine table fare m 
2001 Actton stat1~ early after tcc-out tn the canals ao;, fish seek out V\.an11er 
\\atct Docks and hot'>h provide good 
habtt,tt tm these fct..,t)' panfish. but Honorable 
remember to be courteou.., of mdt\ H.lual 
dock O\\ ncr.., A.., the '>Ca..,on progre..,..,es 
look for rock ptlc~ and -weeds on the 
matn lake tm the bc'>t act ton . 
The blucgtll cooperttted 111 200' and 
\\til ,1ga111 tn 2003 f ht.., ... cason nUl) 
Mention 
Bnggs 
Woods, I lamilton; 
Beeds Lake, Franklm: Center 
Lake. DKkmson. 
pro<.lucc a fe\\ lc..,s ft..,h but the st/c v. til make up for tt \\ tth 7- to 9-mch fish 
caught. The brushy area off the cast ..,ide of the lake ,.., a good startmg pomt. 
Tht.., ht1lc lake produced ... orne dand) bluegtll actton 111 2002. v.htch \\ tll contmue 
in '003 ~ubmergc<.l \ egetat10n prO\ tdes the CO\ er for these panti .... h 
SMALLMOUTH BASS 
uney.., .... hO\\ the greate..,t density ofba..,s bct\veen Alden and Steamboat Rock. 
Good numbe~ of I J-mch-plu fi..,h. up to 18 mchcs were collected. 
Tht.., lake h,h a fine population of··..,mallte.., "Actton begmo;, hortl) Jfter tce out on 
shallm\ rock piles on .... unn)'. calm day .... \\ tth Jtgs and mtnnO\\S. As the water 
\\arm.., the fi..,h mo\c to <.leeper rock ptleo., and emergmg weeds, and can be caught 
\\ tth It\ e batt and arttflctab The act ton peaks\\ hen the fi..,h are on thetr beds. 
The '001 ..... ca...,on \\ill be better than 111 2002 \\ tth smallmouth grO\\ mg uno the 
15-mch-pluo., '>tZe range Rocks are the kc} carl} m the o.,eason. Rock.... weecb 
and \vccd lmes arc producttvc m the summer. Lt\ e batt starts the actton tn the 
<.,pnng and '>lO\\ ly gt\ e..., v,:ay to crank bath as the water temperature get... mto the 
mt<.l-60.., Leeches arc a good summer batt to fi h m the \ egetanon 
LARGEMOUTH BASS Honorable Mention 
Bmshy Creek, Webster 
upper & LO\\Cr Pine, Hwdm 
Dog Creek l akc, 0 'Bnen 
West OkobOJI, DicAuHon 
Although thts lake recct\es a lot 
of fi'>htng pressure, grO\\ th 
rate.., ttnd number" arc 
e'\cclknt e\ era I }Car classes 
prc~cnt. \\ tth fish up to 5 
pounds. 
Mill Creek Lake, 
0 'Brien: Center Lake. 
Dl('kmson~ Becd~ Lake. 
Franklin: Bnggs \\ ood Lake. /lanulton. 
A 2002 clectrofishmg .... uney shO\\Cd excellent age ... tructure in these lakes. Ftsh 
greater than 15 me he.., arc common. along \\ ith a f'c\\ e'\ceedmg 5 pounds. 
Goo<.! opportumtte.., C\.tst to catch large bass approachmg 21 mchc.., tn thts small 
lake. Anglers wt ll continue to nottcc a decrease m the catch rates~ however, 
those\\ ith detenninatton will not be disappointed. Usc \\eedlcss baits such as 
pla~ttc \\ onns. surface lures. and _pg and ptgs among the submerge<.! bntsh piles 
The outlook for ?003 looks bnght \\ tth man} sub-legal (less than 15 mches) 
bass boated m 2002. hallow bays and the canal system are earl} producers, wtth 
docks, ho1sts and weed ltnes producttvc tlu·oughout the summer and fall. 
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Stom1 Lake. Buena Vista 
Yellow Smoke, Cra11jord 
Clear Lake, Cerro Gordo 
Winnebago River, Winnebago, 
Hancock and Cerro Gordo 
Trumbull Lake, Clay 
West Swan Lake, Emmet 
Tuttle, Emmet 
Crystal Lake, Hancock 
Beeds Lake, Franklin 
Silver Lake, Palo Alto 
Dog Creek Lake, 0 'Brien 
Brushy Creek, Webster 
WHITE BASS 
Thousands of white bass were caught in Storm Lake in 2002 and plenty more 
remain. Fish from 10 to 18 mches were reported with most of the fish being 
caught on crankbaits or twistcttails. 
Although an unhkely white bass lake, lots of large white bass were harvested 
from this 40-acrc lake. Casting to sutfacing schools of fi sh in the evening hours 
is an excellent method to catch these scrappy fighters. 
YELLOW BASS 
Excellent fishing during 2002 for these scrappy panfish. More than 50,000 
hanested a'eraging 8.5 mches. Expect another good year, with a\erage sile 
increasing to more than 9 inches. 
NORTHERN PIKE 
Stocked annually to supplement natural reproduction, this stream produces good 
numbers of northern pike every year, particularly during the early spring. Fish 
dwing March and Apri l with spoons or chubs suckers if you prefer using live bait. 
Year in and year out this lake is a good bet to produce some nice-sized fish 
(greater than 25 mches). Best time to fish is early spring using cut bait fished on 
the bottom. Action will continue until water temperatures reach 70 degrees, then 
shut down until the cool temperatures of fa ll when the fish go on the feedbag 
getting ready for the approaching winter. 
This lake is on the rebound since the v. interktll of 2001. Survey results indicate 
good numbers of northern pike up to 3 pounds. These fish will provide plenty of 
consistent action from when the tee leaves the lake tlu·oughout the spring. 
Fingerling stockings and good growth should contribute to good fishing in this 
2,300-acre natural lake. 
CRAPPIES 
A spring 2002 population survey showed 
excellent numbers of v. hite crappie 
averaging 9.5 inches. Fish near downed 
or overhanging trees on the southwest 
shoreline in May for the best results. 
Dtift fishing with a 1132-ounce jig tipped 
wi th a small minnow during the summer 
Honorable 
Mention 
Lower 
Pine Lake, 
Hardm; Badger Lake, Webster. 
months has produced good catches of7- to 9-inch crappie the past several years. 
Anglers fishing the shallow-water habitat throughout the spring season wi ll catch 
whtte crappie from 8 to l 0 inches. Cast a l 16-ounce mini-jig to find active fish. 
Several year classes detected during recent surveys will provide constant angl ing 
for this species for the upcommg season. Good growth throughout the summer 
season will can-y the fishet-y through the winter season. 
The ftrst year class of 9-mch crappie was caught 111 moderate numbers last 
year. More and larger fish should be available in 2003. 
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ST 
by Dave Moeller 
The open-water eason 1s finally 
here. 1 t • t1me to .;;tart cunng that case 
of cabin fever by gettmg out on the 
water and pursu1ng some deni.lens of 
the deep. Anticipation is running high 
and you JUst can't wait any longer. o 
let' get out there and hit the \\ater' 
L1sted m the accompanymg tables 
are the wate~ \\here northea t fi~hene~ 
biologtsts expect anglmg for the maJor 
sportfish species to be good thi ~ year. 
However, if we can coincide our efforts 
with certam key periods and cond1hons. 
our success\\ 11! be greatly enhanced 
Let's take a look at \\hen to concentrate 
our angling efforts for each spec1es. 
As soon as the ice goes out in the 
spring, channel catfish go on a feeding 
binge on fish that have died during the 
winter, so fishmg with cut-bait or dead 
minnows 1s often excellent. Catfishmg 
is also very good on a rising river 
following a rainy penod. The summer 
and early fall months of low and stable 
river flows arc also good times for 
chasing catfish. 
The pre-spawn period from JUSt 
after icc-out to when the water tem-
perature reaches about 45 degrees is an 
excellent time to fish for walleye just 
below the Mississippi River navigation 
dams and the low-head dams on our 
larger, interior rivers. Chances of 
catching a trophy arc also best at this 
20 hmJ ( nnscr,atwmM • \ l.uch Apn ~003 
time. Late spring, summer and early 
fall often finds walleyes on the 
wingdams and along riprap areas on 
the Mi~s~~~1pp1 when the river flows 
are lov, and ~table. Late fall and 
\\ mter agam find\ them m the dam 
tail\\ater areas on the Mississippi and 
the deepest pools on the interior rivers. 
The catchable trout streams are 
generally good throughout the Apnl-
through-~0\cmber stockmg sea on. 
The fall months are also very good 
\\hen anghng pressure and streamside 
di turbances arc reduced. An excellent 
time to fish the more wary stream-
reared trout in the special regulation 
and put-and-gro\\ streams IS just after 
a moderate ram \\hen the normally 
crystal-clear water has a shght color. 
During th1s bncf pcnod, the angler has 
an advantage and thts 1s when the 
biggest trout arc caught. 
By far the best tune for largemouth 
ba sis the pre-spawn, normally in May. 
\vhen the \\atcr temperature range 
from 55 to 62 degrees and the fish arc 
act1vely fccdmg 111 shallow water. The 
fall months fi·om mid-September to 
when the water cools to about 50 
degrees arc also good when the bass 
are again foragmg m the shallows 
before the \\ mter months. 
A close cousm of the walleye, 
sauger are found primarily in the 
Mississippi River. The tailwaters below 
the navigation dams are often loaded wi1 
saugers from October and November 
nght on through the winter months and 
mto Apnl, JUSt before they spav..n. 
Concentrate your efforts on the 
wmgdams and along the borders of the 
main channel. 
The weeks just before and after the 
spawn, when water temperatures are 
around 7 5 degrees. arc the best for 
bluegtlls. The males are aggressive!} 
guardmg their ne~ts m shallo\\ \\ater am 
will attack any small bmt or lure that 
comes near. Mid-summer months are 
also productive, but in deeper water 
areas with structure. Dunng the lowest 
summer flO\\ cond1t1ons. the Mississtpp 
Rt\ er \\ ingdams frequently produce lots 
of big bluegills. The first fe\\ \\eeks 
a ficr 1ce-up is another peak time for 
some of the year's biggest bluegills. 
Like their cousin the bluegill, male 
crappies are very aggress1ve during the 
pre-spawn and spawnmg penod (58 to 6 
degrees). normally 111 May. The cooler 
fall months can be 'very good near under 
water structure. 
When the streams and rivers are 
clear enough, the pre-spawn period fron 
50 to 60 degrees, from late April througl 
May, is an excellent t1me for smallmoutl 
bass. The clear and stable water condi-
tions of summer and fall also result in 
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good success for small mouths, often 
with good action into November. 
Immediately after ice-out in the 
spring, cast lures along the Mississippi 
River backwater shorelines for big 
northerns. The hot months of July and 
August, however, are often the best. 
Big-bobber fishing with a live chub in the 
deeper backwater areas is very effec-
LAKE OR STREAM 
Alice Wyth Lake, Black Hawk 
Casey Lake, Tama 
Greenbelt Lake, Black Ha·wk 
Koutny Pond, Buchanan 
Lake Delhi, Delaware 
Lake Hendricks, Hmvard 
Mississippi River, Pools 9-15 
South Prairie Lake, Black Hawk 
Volga Lake, Fayette 
tive. Also during these hot months, 
seek out areas where cooler tributaries 
or a trout stream flows into pike-holding 
waters. These cooler waters are a 
magnet for northems. 
Freshwater drum (sheepshead) are 
most cooperative during the late spring 
and summer months. They love 
current, so the Mississippi River's main 
BLUEGILLS 
COMMENTS 
channel borders are very productive. 
Having been armed with where the 
best fishing holes are in northeast Iowa 
and when the best times to pursue those 
species are, the only thing left is the fun 
part - the doing. I hope your fishing 
enjoyment this year is surpassed only by 
the beautiful surroundings of northeast 
Iowa's waters. 
Abundant 7- to 8-inch bluegills. Fish near submerged structure in summer and fall . 
Abw1dant 7- to 8-inch blucgills. Concentrate on the shallow waters in May and 
June. Fish around the newly sunken brush piles in July and August. 
Good numbers of7-inch fish. Fish the brush piles in summer and fall. 
Good numbers of7-inch fish. Fish around the newly placed structure in May and 
June. Walk in or launch a small boat off the improved boat access. 
Abundant 6- to 7-inch bluegills. Fish early morning and late evening hours around 
docks and in-lake structure. A void heavy boating traffic dwing daytime hours. 
Quality angling for fish up to 8 inches. Try the shallow bays during the spawning 
period and the edges of deep vegetation in the summer. 
Last year was another year with good vegetation. Bluegill sizes are still good. 
Fish up to 8 inches. Fish shallow areas along west side in May and June. 
Consistently holds 6- to 8-inch-plus fi sh. In early spring, try shallow brush piles, 
deeper brush piles in the summer. 
CHANNEL CATFISH Honorable Mention 
A venue of the Saints Lake, 
Bremer 
Cedar River, Bremer, 
Black Hawk. Chickasaw, 
Mitchell and Floyd 
Maquoketa River, Delaware, 
Jones and Jackson 
Mississippi River, 
Pools 9-15 
Shell Rock River, Butler 
South Prairie Lake, Black Ha1-vk 
Volga Lake, Fayette 
Wapstpinicon River, Buchanan 
Two- to 3-pounders very abundant in 
this 30-acre lake just west of Waverly. 
Good population from the Mitchell dam 
downstream. Fish the shallow riffle 
areas in late summer and fall. 
Good populations from Manchester 
downstream to its confluence with the 
Lake 
Delhi, 
Delaware; 
Lake Hendricks, Howard; Turkey 
River, Clayton; West Fork Cedar 
River, Butler and Black Hawk. 
Mississippi River. Fish the brush piles and snags in July and August. 
Numbers and average size continue to be very good. Drift shad baits along main 
channel border riprap from April to May. Fish stink baits and chicken liver near 
wingdams, tree piles and running side channels in June through August. 
Good numbers of 14- to 20-inch fish. Try the shallow riffle areas in the fall. 
Abundant 15- to 18-inch cats with some exceeding 5 pounds present. 
Excellent population of cats exceeding 20 inches. Fish the riprap along the dam in 
mid summer. 
Good population oflarge catfish below Littleton. Fish the shallow backwaters 
after icc-out, and tree and brush piles on the main river during the summer. 
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Casey l ake. Tama 
George 'A} th Lake. Blacf.. Hcl\1 /.. 
Lake Dclh1. Delcnmre 
Lake llcndnck<;, Hmmrd 
Lake Meyer. 11 'inneshre/.. 
M1sS1"i'>tppt Rt\ er, 
Poof, CJ-15 
South Prall'lc Lake. 
8/ac/.. I hill k 
\\ ect 1\ tar ... h cgment 8 
(\hulen·.., Lake). Bremer 
v\ ap ... tpllllCOn Rt\er. Buchanan 
M 1s<.,tc..,<.,tppt Rt\ er, 
Pool\ CJ-15 
Dave's Picks 
Dave 
Jl1oeller, 
northeast 
Iowa 
regional 
fisheries 
• 
superv1sor 
BEST OVERALL: 
Turkey River (anywhere be-
tween Eldorado and Garber) 
Why: This river supports not only 
a vety good smallmouth bass popula-
tion, but also a tremendous number of 
14- to 16-inch walleyes. 
Must ha' e tackle: Preferred 
?2 ""a ( on.cr\ .olooomt • \ l ill'c h \pn I 2!1111 
CRAPPIES 
Good number.., of9-1nch fish: concentrate on the shallow areas dunng the May 
'>pawmng ~ca ... on. and the deeper area~.;\\ 1th '>hucture in the fall. 
Good number of 7- to 8-mch crapp1cs 
t\ \ crage- 1/C fi..,h dbundant. Concentrate fic.;hmg m spnng and fall around fallen 
trees or \voody ..,tn1cture. 
Late spnng and early summer arc best t1mes for 9- to 11-mch fish. 
ftsh the edge'> or the <.;horelme brush for 8- to 9-mch fish. 
cttmg sun ey'> mdtcate black crapptc populatton are strong. Lots of 8- to 9-inch 
fi-.h \\ tth -,omc up to 15 \n excellent '>Pd\\ n 111 2000. espectally for whtte crappte 
l\.1o\e frequentl} to locate an act1\e school \1mnO\\S and smallJ1gs under a 
bobber around bnt'>h and \\Ood; stmcture '>ttll produce the best catchc . Dnfting 
the edge of\\eed becb ,.., al o effectt\'C Spnng and fall arc best for n\cr crapptes. 
1-atr number'> or 7- to 8-mchers w1th a few over 9. fishing statis early 111 
the year at tht'> lake 
Good number.., of8- to 9-mchers. \\1th '>Ome 10- to 12-mch wh1tc crappies present 
\\arms up carl} 1n the '>pnng. 
ftsh tn and around the bmsh ptles m the back\\ater from spnng through fall. All 
'>1/C of fi h prC'>Cill. 
FRESHWATERDRUM 
Ma-.stve numbcr~o, of all stzes of drum ft~o,h any current areas\\ ith a \\Orm 
bciO\\ a sltp '>mker Hang on to ;our rod 1 The) lo\'e to htt and nm. 
arttfictal bmts mclude -,mall- to medtum-
sized diving crank batts in natural 
colors - crayfish, sther or gold. One-
stxteenth-ouncc black or -white 
marabou jig~ or t\\ tster tails are also 
very good. Best Jt, c batts are mm-
nO\\ s m the spnng and fall and mght 
crawlers in the summer. fished on a 
Jig along the bottom . 
Hotspots: The Turkey is best 
fished by canoe. Canoe between the 
better-looking spots and get out and 
wade to fish each area thoroughly. 
There are nine access points betv.:een 
the Highway ISO bridge at Eldorado 
and the Garber bridge lo provide float-
trips of various lengths. The dams in 
Elkader and Clcnnont are the only 
spots you need to pottage around. 
I\ lust kno'' : Check fir t to make 
sure the river isn't high or flooding and 
that the water clarity is good for 
fishing. Canoes can be rented at 
Flkader and Clennont. Campgrounds 
are a\'ailable at Clennont. Elgin and 
Motor :vlill acce ses. Stop and \·isit the 
Btg Spring Trout Hatchel), located on 
the Turkey about seven miles up-
stream from Elkader on the east bank. 
FAMILY FRIENDLY: 
Bloody Run 
A fishing trip to Bloody Run trout 
stream just west of Marquette would 
be an excellent choice for the entire 
family. More than 14,000 catchable-
ize rainbow, brown and brook trout 
are stocked t\vicc per week from April 
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A venue of the Saints Lake. 
Bremer 
George Wyth Lake, 
Black Hawk 
Koutny Pond. Buchanan 
Lake Delhi, Delaware 
Lake Meyer. Winneshiek 
Mtssissippi River, 
Pools 9-15 
Mitchell Lake. Black Hawk 
South Prame Lake, 
Black Hawk 
Sweet Marsh Segment 8 
(Marten's Lake). Bremer 
through October. Camping is avail-
able near the stream at Bloody Run 
Park, or at nearby scenic Pike's Peak 
State Park and the Yellow River 
Forest. Other neat things to do 
include the hiking trails, history 
lessons and the majestic Mississippi 
River overlooks at Effigy Mounds 
National Monument. Also, an 
underground boat ride through Spook 
Cave is sure to be remembered by all. 
KID'S PICK: 
Alice Wyth Lake 
Alice Wyth Lake is a 60-acre 
lake located at the far west end of 
George Wyth State Park in Waterloo. 
Fishing jetties are within easy walking 
distance from the parking lot. The 
LARGEMOUTH BASS 
Good population of quality size bass. Fish around submerged stumps along the 
<;horeline. 
Largemouths concentrate on the abundant sunken tree piles, pallet-bed structures, 
rocky areas and around the new jetties. 
Good numbers of sub-legal fish a\ailable for catch-and-release angling. 
Good population oflargemouths along the undeveloped rocky shorelines and 
woody structure. Fish mornings and evenings to avoid heavy boating traffic. 
Good quality bass population with all sizes of fish. 
The Big R1 ver still supports the largest bass population 111 the state, due in 
part to the 14-inch length limit and increasing catch-and-release angling. 
Excellent numbers, but most are less than 5 pounds. Strong numbers of 1- and 
2-year-old bass will make angling even better in commg years. Ftsh along 
weed edges in the backwater lakes and in n111ning sloughs near woody 
structure. As water levels drop during the summer, move out to the mouths of 
the back\\ater lakes or find slack \\ ater along the main channel border. On 
the lower portion of the pools, fish the pockets 111 the dense vegetatton using a 
spinner bait or plastic worm. 
Good numbers of quality-size fi sh. New boat access is now complete. 
Abundant 12- to 17 -inch bass, 18-mch minimum size limit. Be sure to check your 
boat and trai ler for possible presence ofEurastan water mil foil. 
Good numbers of quality-size bass. Be sure to check your boat and trai ler for 
possible presence of Eurasian \\ater milfoil. 
lake has a nice population of7-inch with them. Look for walleye, small-
bluegills and 8-inch crappies just mouth bass. channel catfish and 
waiting for the kids. Tty a small freshwater drum. Bluegills, crappies 
piece of worm on a small hook and largemouth bass are not only 
about 3 feet under a small bobber to found in the vegetated backwater 
entice these fish. Camping, trails lakes, but also in the fallen trees and 
and swimming at the beach are brushpiles along the banks of Minne-
available elsewhere in the park if sota Slough. It is simply a remote and 
you want to make it more than a beautiful area. The boat access is 
day of fun. located east of New Albin Uust south 
of the Minnesota border) and the 
HIDDEN JEWEL: unique, two-mile access road to the 
Minnesota Slough boat ramp is across the long and flat 
Minnesota Slough in pool 9 of Mississippi River floodplain forest. A 
the Mississippi River in extreme word of caution; the Iowa!M innesota 
northeast Iowa has an excellent border is less than one mile north of 
diversity of backwater lake and the boat landing. and your Iowa 
running slough habitats, and a fishing license is not valid beyond the 
diversity of fish species to go along border. 
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Cedar Rt\er, Black Haw/.. 
and Bremer 
Lake Meyer, 1Vinneshiek 
Maquoketa Rt\er, 
Delall'are 
Mississippi River, 
Pool\ 9-15 
Wapsipimcon Rtver, Buchanan 
BlacJ.. Hau k and Bremer 
Cedar R1vcr, 
Bremer and Black l /auk 
Cedar Rtver, '\!llche/1 and Fiord 
Maquoketa River, DelaH·are 
Maquoketa Rtver, 
Jones and Jackson 
Mississtppt River, 
Pool\ 9-15 
Shell Rock River, 
Butler and Bremer 
Shell Rock River, Floyd 
Turkey River, Clayton. Farette. 
~Vinne~luek and Howard 
Upper Iowa River, Allamakee. 
Howard and Winneshiek 
Volga River, Clayton and Fayette 
Wapsipinicon River, 
Buchanan 
NORTHERN PIKE 
Moderate population of all sizes of pike can be found m the shallow backwater 
habitats. 
All l:)l/Cs of pike present with some exceeding 30 inches. 
Fmgcrlmg stockmgs ha\e resulted m a quality northern pike populatton. Fish 
cxccedmg I 0 pounds are not uncommon. Recent surveys indicate good numbers 
of qualt ty-size ptke from Manchester downstream throughout Delaware County. 
Most fish are 3 to 5 pounds. Cast backwater shorel ines in pools 9 and I 0 right 
after tcc-out. In the summer and fall fish large. live baitfish in the backwaters: 
fish ncar the mouths of cold\\ater tnbutary streams during the hottest summer 
months. Check the steep bluffs that may have pike-attracting springs present. 
lnstdc portions of wmgdams can produce some good pike. Use large spinner 
batts or spoons. When they are fin1cky, try a small white twister. 
Be t fishmg from Independence upstream. Fish the abundant deadfalls and 
connected shallO\\ back\\.aters. Excellent numbers of all sizes of ptkc. 
SMALLMOUTH BASS 
The best habitat and best bass numbers are downstream from Waverly and 
Waterloo. 
From Hah·erson Park to the Otranto dam ts a catch-and-release area. The best 
population is from ! Ia Iverson Park to the St. Ansgar dam. 
The catch-and-release area below the Lake Delhi dam supports one of the best 
smallmouth populattons around. Fewer numbers ofb1g fish. but still good numbers 
of qualtty- ize fish. Btg year-class of I 0-mch fi h commg on. 
F1sh rocky areas V\ tth crawdad-colorcd crankbaits during late summer and early 
fall. Ftflcen- to 16-mch fish are not uncommon. 
Excellent spawn in 2002. Fish rock structure in the current with etther live or 
artlfictal baits. Fa1r numbers in the 15- to 18-mch range. Many I 0- to 12-inchers 
Good smallmouth populations from Greene do\\ nstrcam to the confluence with 
the Cedar River. 
Good numbers of small mouths in this river reach. 
There are smallmouth in the entire river, but the best populations arc found in 
Fayette County. 
Excellent fishing and scenery. Catch-and-release area from Decorah to the 
Upper Dam. 
Access at Volga River Recreation Area. Small stream suitable for wader fishing. 
Littleton to Quasqueton has the best habitat. Good numbers of smallmouth larger 
than 12 inches with a few exceeding 18. 
-----------TROUT-----------
Bailey's Ford, Delaware 
Big Paint Creek, Allamakee 
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Stocked three times each week with catchable rainbow and brook trout. One of 
the most popular of the catchable trout streams. Easy access to newly mstalled 
bankhidcs. New handicapped-acccsstble site with fish structure. 
A long stream on both private and public property. Stocked weekly in the spring 
and fal l with rainbow, brown and brook trout. 
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TROUT, cont. Honorable 
French Creek, Allamakee 
Grannis Creek, Fayette 
Maquoketa River, 
Clayton and Delaware 
North Bear Creek, Winneshiek 
Spring Branch, Delaware 
Trout River, Winneshiek 
Waterloo Creek, A/lamakee 
Cedar River, Bremer. 
Black Hawk, Chickasaw. 
Floyd & Mitchell 
Maquoketa River, Delaware 
Mississippi River, 
Pools 9-15 
Shell Rock River, Butler 
Turkey River, Ho·ward, Clayton, 
Fayette, and Winneshiek 
Upper Iowa River, Howard, 
Winneshiek, and Allamakee 
Wapsipinicon River, Buchanan 
Wild brown trout are increasing due to 
catch-and-release regulation. A naturally 
reproducing brook trout population has 
been established on the upstream end. 
Major habitat improvements the last three 
Mention 
Ensign Hollow, Clayton; 
Fountain Springs, Delaware; South 
Fork Big Mill, Jackson. 
years. Stocked with catchable rainbow and brook trout weekly April through 
November, twice per week July and August. Natural reproduction of brown trout 
is steadily increasing. 
Catchable brown and brook trout stocked as well as fingerling brown and 
rainbows. A larger, more open trout stream. Fish the abundant in-stream woody 
structure - large brown trout lurk there. More bankhides installed in 2002. 
Please respect private property when fishing this area. 
Some of the best habitat you wi ll ever see in a trout stream! Excellent wi ld 
brown trout population. Stocked weekly with rainbow and brook trout. 
Fourteen-inch size limit on brown, rainbow and brook trout and artificial 
lures-only. High-quality trout stream with easy and walk-in access. 
Habitat project completed in 2002. Brown trout natural reproduction is resulting 
in increased population. Stocked weekly with catchable brook and rainbow trout. 
West of Dorchester, this stream is stocked weekly with rainbow and brook trout. 
The catch-and-release area downstream of Dorchester holds a very high number 
of 15- to 20-inch wild brown trout. A beautiful stream with beautiful fish! 
WALLEYE 
Fingerling stockings have made for good populations of quality fish from St. 
Ansgar downstream throughout this major river system. 
Good population of 15-inch and larger walleyes below Manchester and the Lake 
Delhi dams. An 11-pounder was sampled near Monticello in 2002. 
The catch of walleyes is down from previous years; however this fishery is a 
major producer of walleyes in Iowa. Spawns in 2000 and 2001 have been very 
good so expect improved success in coming years. Key on tail waters in the 
pre-spawn period in March and April and again in late fall. Work the wing dams 
in post-spawn and summer/early fall periods using crawlers and crankbaits. 
Anglers have been successful using crankbaits during the summer in the deeper, 
flowing sloughs such as Lansing Big Slough (Pool 9), Harpers and Wyalusing 
Sloughs (Pool 1 0) and Cassville Slough (Pool 11 ). 
Good numbers of quality-size fish all through Butler County. 
A developing population resulting from frngerling stockings. Abundant 14- to 
16-inch walleyes. 
Walleye numbers are increasing throughout this river. Sauger also present below 
the Lower Dam. 
Good numbers from Littleton downstream. Fish exceeding 10 pounds caught 
every year. Fish the deeper pools in late fall and winter using a jig tipped with a 
minnow or a night crawler. 
Governor's Environmental Excellence Awards 
resources 
Five Iowa businesses and 
organizations are placing the health of 
the environment in their own hands. 
Caring for natural resources is more 
than an ethic for them; it's part of 
everyday life and how they do business. 
The State of Iowa congratulates 
these organizations, honoring them 
through the 2002 Governor's 
Environmental Excellence Awards. 
Here, we highlight their achievements. 
Article by Julie Tack • Photos by Clay Smith 
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Environmental Excellence 
Award Recipient: 
Firestone Agricultural Tire, 
Des Moines 
Firestone Agricultural Tire is 
serious about environmental responsi· 
bility. The company is a worldwide 
manufacturer and distributor of tires 
and rubber products for agricultural, 
recreational and forestry uses. With 
markets reaching around the globe, 
doing more to protect that globe is a 
top priority. 
In an effort to reduce environmen 
tal impacts, Firestone Agricultural Tir 
has developed a certified environmen 
tal management system (EMS) as par. 
of tiS 
docu 
Lhalle 
)the 
,)tabl 
/ 
With 
the globe. 
globe is a 
of its certification under ISO 14001 to 
document and address environmental 
challenges and opportunities. Firestone 
is the frrst tire manufacturer in Iowa to 
establish an EMS, and is a charter 
member of the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency's National Environ-
mental Performance Program. 
"Having a certified ISO 14001 
environmental management system is 
part of Firestone's role as a business 
leader both in Iowa and throughout the 
world," said Mark Ernkes, president, 
CEO and chairman of Bridgestone/ 
Firestone North American Tire, LLC. 
''We are proud other companies are 
following our example and can see the 
benefits of having a certified EMS." 
In the last two years, Firestone 
has initiated several programs to 
improve environmental practices. As 
examples of its effectiveness, 
Firestone has decreased the use of 
wood pallets in its manufacturing 
processes by 87 percent, diverted 1.1 
million pounds of rubber from the 
landfill, and is recycling 68 percent of 
it own waste. The company is also 
saving $164,000 in annual energy 
costs through dozens of improvement 
projects throughout plant facilities. 
Environmental responsibility will 
continue to help define the success 
and vitality of this Iowa tire manufac-
turer. 
Firestone Agricultural Tire of Des Moines diverted more than 
1 million pounds of rubber from the landfill and is recycling 68 
percent of its own waste. 
Special Recognition in 
Air Quality and 
Special Recognition in 
Energy Efficiency/ 
Renewable Energy: 
JfiveSeasonsTransponanon 
and Parking, Cedar Rapids 
The sole organization receiving 
two environmental awards, Five 
Seasons Transportation and Parking 
is redefining how mass transit sys-
tems can operate in Iowa and the 
country. 
Powered t MER£ 
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Roger Hageman, maintenance 
supervisor for Five Seasons, fills 
the bus with biodiesel. 
Five Seasons operates parking 
facilities in downtown Cedar Rapids 
and provides fixed-route bus service 
throughout the Cedar Rapids metro-
politan area. In 2001 , the mass transit 
department made a commitment to 
cleaner air by using renewable re-
sources grown in Iowa. Director Bill 
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Five Seasons made a 
commitment to the environment 
and Iowa's ag-based economy by 
converting its entire fleet of 
busses to soy-based biodiesel. 
Hoekstra said his department is 
conunitted to using biodiesel and 
reducing pollution because "it's the 
right thing to do.'' 
"Because agriculture is still the 
comerstonc oflowa's economy, I feel 
it is important to support efforts that 
will open new markets for the state's 
crops," said Hoekstra. "As for air 
quality, we 
believe 
that 
reducing 
harmful 
tail pipe 
erruss10ns 
. 1s very 
achievable 
for other 
diesel-
usmg 
fleets in 
the 
state.'' 
Five Seasons became the first mass 
transit system in the state to convert its 
entire 50-bus fleet from diesel to 
soybean-based biodiesel. Along with a 
programmable fuel control system, 
biodiesel dramatically reduces fossil fuc: 
erruss10ns. 
According to the company, 
biodiesel can reduce cancer-causing 
agents by 90 percent, while decreasing 
carbon monoxide, hydrocarbons and 
particulate matter. Five Seasons also 
has switched to hydraulic oil derived 
fi·om soybeans in its bus power steering 
systems. 
Along with using renewable energy 
the company operates electric and 
hybrid-electric buses, and has made 
several energy-efficient building im-
provements in its facilities. 
It takes strong leadership and 
innovation to make changes, and Five 
Seasons Transportation and Parking 
exhibit both- in multitude. 
... winner of two 2002 Iowa Environmental Excellence Awards! 
Working together, Mirenco and Five Seasons get maximum performance and clean emissions from a 
fleet of buses made 25 years ago. Call us and see what we can do for you ... and the environment. 
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Special Recognition in 
Waste Management: 
West Branch 
Middle School 
Big ideas often come from 
practical minds, and that is how a 
group of middle school students 
spearheaded a commuruty clean-up 
project in West Branch in 2001. A 
class of seventh-graders took it upon 
itself to research how oil filters were 
being disposed in their town- and 
ended with big environmental results. 
"1 am proud of these students 
because they believe their involvement 
does make a difference," 
said middle school science 
teacher Hector Ibarra. 
"They are leaders in caring 
for Iowa's environment." 
Under the leadership of 
Ibarra, students surveyed 
their parents and discov-
ered more than 50 percent 
discarded their used oil 
filters in the garbage. The 
students used a science-
based approach to deter-
mine the best methods of 
collecting, pressing and 
disposing the filters while 
recycling the used oil. 
The students learned that 6.6 
million used oil filters are discarded 
annually in Iowa, most going to the 
landfill. They gained commuruty 
support to obtain equipment for 
pressing used oil filters, and in the 
2001-2002 school year collected 265 
oil filters and recycled more than 37 
gallons of motor oil. 
These West Branch 
middle school students are 
teaching a few lessons in 
environmental leadership 
to Iowa. 
Students in Hector Ibarra's West Branch Middle School class took it 
upon themselves to collect, press and dispose of 265 used oil filters, 
while recycling the 37 gallons of resulting used motor oil. 
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Special Recognition in 
Water Quality: 
The Iowa Children~ 
Water Festival 
Experiments, presentations and 
games help teach the value of 
Iowa's water resources at the 
Iowa Children's Water Festival. 
30 (O\VU Con,cr\ JtiOmM • March/Apri l 2003 
S i nee 1997, the Iowa Children's 
Water Festival has engaged students 
in appreciating a critical natural 
resource - water. The festival is 
organized by water-resource and 
education professionals who believe 
today's students are tomorrow's 
caretakers of the environment. 
"Iowa will benefit from these 
students who will become the leaders 
and policy makers of the future," said 
Linda Kinman, a coordinator of the 
festival who works for Des Moines 
Water Works. "They will understand 
the need to be stewards oflowa's 
natural resources as they grow up 
and live here." 
The one-day event is held each 
May at the Des Moines Area Com-
munity College in Ankeny. Each year 
through the festival more than 2,000 
students from elementary schools 
across the state learn the importance 
of water quality to Iowa. Dozens of 
organizations help sponsor the event, 
and more than 300 volunteers share 
their expertise through science-based 
presentations, experiments and 
activities. 
Educational topics through the 
festival include: how human activity 
affects water resources; the relation-
ship of water to the ecosystem; what 
constitutes "safe" water; the water 
cycle and watersheds; and much 
more. 
Students also see water profes-
sionals in action, demonstrating future 
employment and career path opportu-
nities in envirorunental fields. 
The education of these students 
wi ll have a lasting impression on 
Iowa's environment for years to 
come. Complete details about the 
Iowa Children's Water Festival are 
available at http://icwf.cfu.net/. 
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Special Recognition in 
Habitat Restoration and 
Development: 
City of Decorah and 
the Decorah Prairie 
Committee 
"Partnerships for Prairies" could 
be the slogan for Decorah's efforts to 
revitalize and protect their local natural 
resources. With the commitment and 
encouragement of hundreds of town 
people, a portion ofDecorah's land 
will generate environmental dividends 
for generations. 
The City of Decorah is surrounded 
by the beauty of the Upper Iowa 
River, and is visited by thousands of 
tourists each year. In 2001, the city 
council and other community leaders 
decided to protect and transform an 
area where a cornfield was planted to 
the banks of the river. 
"This prairie project creates 
multifaceted benefits," said Rick 
Edwards, Decorah parks and recre-
ation director. "Aesthetic beauty, 
recreational opportunities, educational 
value and protecting our natural 
resources all help make this a widely 
supported project for our community." 
A coalition of businesses and 
organizations, along with community 
leaders, raised more than $55,000 for 
the project. The community developed 
an 11-acre filterstrip, 24 acres of 
prairie with 73 different plant species, 
and a half-acre butterfly 
garden. The butterfly garden is 
handicapped-accessible and 
contains 99 plots to be cared 
for by local citizens. The area 
is also used for environmental 
study opportunities for school 
children. 
Decorah and its citizens 
truly reap the rewards of 
community pride and involve-
ment. 
Decorah community 
volunteers helped protect a 
portion of the Upper Iowa 
River by transforming a 
cornfield into a prairie, 
butterfly garden and 
filterstrip. 
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W1ld populations of brown trout have greatly Increased 1n the 
last 20 years 1n Iowa. 
Wow, look at that beautiful fish . 
It was a wild bro·wn trout. About as 
colOJful a fish a!J can be found in 
!.1 
the Midwest. The colors 1vere so ll.l 
viv1d it seemed as if there H'as no 
Hay this fish could blend m ·with zts 
wrroundings, U\117g Lis coloration 
for natural camouflage as fish hav£ 
evolved to do. But when the brown 
trout l-tas returned to the ltater and 
rested over the gravel stream bed, 1 
seemed to dzsappeared 
uos 
( ..a 
L 
p 
/ 
eautifu/ fish. 
ut. Abow as 
e found in 
·were so 
re was no 
din with its 
coloration 
as fish hal'e 
1 the brown 
'e water and 
tream bed. it 
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j draining into it. The majority of 
a s trout stream watersheds are 
rivate ownership, and the domi-
t use of these private lands is 
cultural. 
The 1970s was a time of intense 
cultural production in the Midwest. 
e must feed the world," was the 
1tra of numerous farmers, and 
1y parcels of highly erodible, 
·ginal farm ground were con-
ed to rowcrop production. It 
y takes one small crop field wi th 
steep a slope to divert literally 
dreds of tons of sotl into a 
am. This is true even if the field 
~vera! miles from the permanent 
ving portion or the stream. 
Soil erosion from a crop field into 
)Ut stream can wipe out all natural 
wning. Troutmusthavcclean 
vel to dcposi tthci r eggs. These 
s I ie in the stream bottom for up to 
rmonths before hatching, the 
sest egg incubation period for any 
species in Iowa. Any si lt deposit 
he eggs during this time will kill the 
elopingfi h. 
Today, we arc a long way from 
1970s. Conservation practices 
Trout need 
clean 
stream bed 
gravel for 
spawning 
areas and 
as an 
attachment 
point for 
insects, 
their primary 
food. 
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Paul Donnenwerth,Sp1rit Lake East Okoboj1/D1ck1nson 
11oz 
11oz 
9/8 David M Re1s,Lawton 
5/27 Shaw Ladoux,Sp1rit Lake 
West Okoboji/Dickinson 
East Okoboji/Dick1nson 
:155, wiper (minimum 4 lb5.) 
Bts 15oz 9/97 Don Ostergaard, Des Moines Des Moines, Polk 
N< NEW ENTRIES 
s-155, yellow (minimum .75 lb5.) 
II': 9oz 
.111 9oz 
4/91 Bill Campbell, Council Bluffs Lake Manawa, Pottawattamie 
5/00 Michael Grandick, Underwood 
2~ 7/21 David Kruger, Plainfield 
2' ~ 9/29 Wayne Lubbert,Manly 
8 uegill (minimum 1 lb5.) 
7/86 Phil A lgreen, Earlham 
1/20 Patrick J Prothman,Aigona 
3/30 Chris Stone,Moravia 
7/24 Nathan D Flynn,Mason City 
1117oz 5/24 David Pendroy,Monroe 
11E ~a sed) 
II 3oz 5/21 Darin Pendroy,Prairie City 
ne leased) 
Lake Anita, Cass 
Clear Lake/Cerro Gordo 
Clear Lake/Cerro Gordo 
Farm Pond, Madison 
Farm Pond/Humboldt 
Farm Pond/Appanoose 
Farm Pond/Clayton 
Farm Pond/Marion 
Farm Pond/Marion 
111 3oz 6/16 Tom Osterkamp, Cedar Rapids Waps1p1mcon/Linn 
released) 
113oz 
115.5oz 
9/10 Marcia Nichols, Baxter 
1/6 Josh Tjaden,Oiin 
Diamond Lake/Poweshiek 
Farm Pond/Jones 
r~. 1115oz 6/18 Kevin L Smith,Waterloo 
Irma Mrazek,Cedar Rapids 
5/24 Luke Pendroy,Monroe 
Mitchell Pits/Black Hawk 
White Oak/Lee 111 5oz 
Ul ~oz 
ruased) 
Farm Pond/Marion 
/ 
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Historically brook trout were the 
only trout species native to the 
coldwater streams of northeast Iowa. 
But as more and more settlers moved 
mto Iowa and land changed, the 
naturally spawning brook trout began 
to decline. 
Brown and rainbow trout stocking 
started in the late 1800s to replace the 
already dwindling brook trout num-
ber . Eventually, mostofthe 105 
coldwater trout streams in Iowa were 
dependent on stocking hatchery-
reared trout. As late as the 1980s, 
wild, naturally reproducing trout were 
relegated to just six streams in Iowa. 
Five had wild brown trout and one 
had a wi ld brook trout population. 
The last two decades, though, 
have seen those numbers quadruple. 
Today, 20 trout streams support 
naturally reproducing brown trout, and 
four support natural populations of 
brook trout. What caused these 
improvements in such a short period? 
Water Quality is the Key 
A coldwater stream is a very 
complex natural system. The quality 
of the stream is affected by the 
watershed that drains into the stream, 
the land usc along the stream and the 
physical characteristics in the stream 
itself. High quality trout streams don t 
happen by accident. They result from 
successful partnerships between 
private landowners and conservation 
agencies managing these natural 
resources. 
Trout need 'ery clean water to 
thrive. The watcrqualtty of any 
stream is a reflection of the water-
shed draining into it. The majority of 
Iowa s trout stream watersheds are 
in private ownership, and the domt-
nant use of these private lands is 
agricultural. 
The 1970s was a time of intense 
agricultural production in the Midwest. 
"We must feed the world," was the 
mantra of numerous farmers, and 
many parcels of highly erodible, 
marginal farm ground were con-
verted to rowcrop production. It 
only takes one small crop field with 
too steep a slope to divert literally 
hundreds of tons of soil into a 
stream. This is true even if the field 
is several miles from the permanent 
flowing portion of the stream. 
Soil erosion from a crop field into 
a trout stream can wipe out all natural 
spawning. Trout must have clean 
gravel to deposit their eggs. These 
eggs lie in the stream bottom for up to 
four months before hatching, the 
longest egg incubatton period for any 
fish species in Iowa. Any siltdeposit 
on the eggs during this time will kill the 
developing fish. 
Today, we arc a long\\ ay from 
the 1970s. Conservation practices 
Trout need 
clean 
stream bed 
gravel for 
spawn1ng 
areas and 
as an 
attachment 
point for 
insects, 
their primary 
food. 
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ha\ c been implemented on many 
prt\ ate land and\\ aterquallt) 1 
tll1JXO\ mg. Perhaps the btggc t impact 
on\\ atcr qualtty ha been from the 
Con en atton Re Cf\ e Program 
(CRP) mttiated in the mid-19 0 
The program paid farmer to idle 
and plant marginal field to perma-
nent\ egctati\ c cover, hence rcduc-
mg the amount of oil entering 
tream . 
utncnt , e pectall) from 
annnal "a tc, 1 the other maJOr 
nnpact to trout tream . Becau e the 
dommant land u e 111 trout tream 
\\ atcr hcd 1 agnculture, the 
'-' 
nutnent mo t commonly come 111 
the form of lt\e tock \\a te. 
A \\ ith oi l los , great imprO\C-
Trout from South 
Pine Creek are the 
source of the brook 
trout fingerlings 
used to repopulate 
Iowa streams. 
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ment ha' c been made in managing 
and hand l111g It\ c tock \\ aste. 
Go' crnmcnt co t- hare dollars ha\e 
helped con truct manure storage 
factl ttlc on many farms. Manure i 
nO\\ often viC\vCd a a commodity 
that, If properly applied, can be a 
u cfu l fctiilizcr that wi ll stay in the 
otl and incrca c 
crop y1cld . 
The stream 
npanan /One, or 
corndor, 1s the area 
1mmcd1atel) border-
mg a trout tream. 
Act I\ 1t1c here can 
ha\c some of the 
grcatc t 1mpact on 
the stream. As 111 
the \\atershcd, oil and nutrients are 
the t\\0 b1ggest threats, and riparian 
areas d1d not escape the intense 
farmmg of the 1970s. 
Federal farm subs1dy programs, 
hoV\ ever, have greatly changed the 
land usc in the riparian zone. The 
CRP program pays to plant vegeta-
J 
/ 
lUtnents are 
and npanan 
mtense I 
Y programs. 
angedthe 
wne. The 
ant \egeta-
tl\ e cover on strips of land adjacent 
to streams, creating a buffer from 
crop fields and I ivestock grazing. 
Perhaps the biggest input of soil 
into a trout stream can be from 
eroding stream banks. Research in 
eastern Nebraska has shown up to 75 
percent oftotal stream si ltation can 
be from stream bank erosion. When a 
bank erodes, virtually all the soil 
entcrc; direct! y into the stream. 
Accelerated stream bank erosion is 
an age-old problem that only in the 
last t\\ o decades has begun to be 
adequately addressed. 
The first step in stopping stream 
bank erosion is to properly manage 
the area adjacent to the stream 
bank. When crops are planted right 
next to the stream, drift from 
herbicides can cause the soil-
holding grasses to die. When 
pastures along trout streams are 
overgrazed, cattle can trample the 
-,trcam banks and cause accelerated 
eros10n. U ing best management 
practtces in the riparian zone will 
often alleviate bank erosion prob-
lems. 
rn cases of severe stream bank 
erosion, rock rip rap is needed to 
stabtlize the bank. Along with the 
rock, wooden bank hides can also be 
positioned under water to provide 
optimum cover habitat for trout. 
Projects ofthis type are being com-
pleted on private land with govern-
ment cooperation and cost share. 
Public lands arc also being improved 
using these same techniques. 
The DNR land acquisition 
program also helps protect streams 
from oil and nutrient input from the 
watershed, riparian zone and stream 
In cases of severe 
erosion, stream banks 
must be stabilized with 
riprap. Wooden bank 
hides are also placed to 
provide optimum habitat 
for trout (left) . The 
stream bank below was 
stabilized with riprap 
and had bank hides 
placed to improve trout 
cover. Once seeded 
the site has a very 
natural appearance. 
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bank. B) purcha tng land, the D R 
en ure the be t form ofland u e 
''iII occur in tho e water heds and 
riparian zone , stream bank ~ill be 
tabilized and trout habt tat 1rnpro\ed 
''here needed 
Proper management of the 
water hed, nparian zone and trcam 
bank re ult 111 cleaner tream ~ ith 
a htgher amount of clean gra' cl and 
rock ub tratc lor quahty pa" nmg. 
It al ore ult 111 more dl'vcrs1ty and 
higher number of aquatic 111 eel , 
the primary food of trout. The stage 
1s ct for trout to rc pond 
Brown trout arc not nat I\ c to 
Iowa. They were originally brought 
from Europe and locked in Jo,, a 
\\aters in the late I 00 . Bro" n trout 
tockingconllnuc today. D R trout 
hatcherie hold domesticated adu lt 
browns for up to five year for 
pa" ning. Ho'' e'er, offspring from 
the e capti\ e brood tock ha' e 
adapted to impro\ ed tream cond1t1on 
and are now reproducing naturally. 
Currently, brown trout from a 
naturally reproducmg populatton m 
French Creek are collected annually 
and eggs from these fish arc hatched 
and raised to 2-inch fingerlings. When 
stocked, these'' i ld trout survive three 
to four times better than finger! ings 
rai ed from captive brood stock. The 
wild finger! ings arc also beginning to 
spawn in the streams and develop 
naturally reproducing population . 
The incrca c in Iowa's naturally 
reproducing brook trout populations is 
also the direct result of egg collections 
from wild fi sh. In 1994, South Pine 
Creek was the only Iov.a stream\\ ith 
a wild brook trout population. Eggs are 
collected yearly from adul t fi h in 
South Pine Creek, hatched and raised 
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to fingerltng trout. locking '"i ld 
fingerlmgs ha\c rc ulted m three 
additional streams now having 
naturally reproducing brook trout. 
W lid trout popu lattons arc now 
a\atlable to angler throughout 
northeast Iowa. Wtth the continued 
cooperation oflandowncrs, ava i labi I i ty 
"'111111 HomeCheck5 m 
of government conservation pro-
grams and proper D R manage-
men t of trout populations, the future 
of quality trout angling in Iowa is 
gomgwi ld. 
Bz/1 Kalnhek is a fishenes biologzst 
at the Decorah Hatchery. 
Save money on heatrng b 1lls th1s wrnter w1th HomeCheck, a free energy audit for homes built 
before 1992 whose primary heating fuel is prov1ded directly by M1dAmerican. After visiting your 
home, the energy aud1tor wrll adv1se 1f you qual1fy for our rnsulat1on rebate (50 percent of the 
Installed cost up to $500). For more informatiOn about HomeCheck, please call 
toll free, 1-800-545-0762 
"'111111 Residential Equipment Program 
M1dAmencan offers rebates on the purchase and rnstallat1on 
of qualrfyrng h1gh-effic1ency equ1pment. Included are: 
• Central air conditioners 
• Natural gas furnaces 
• Air· to a1r heat pumps 
• Add-on heat pumps 
• Ground-source heat pumps 
• Natural gas water heaters 
For more information, please call toll-free, 
1-800-894-9599 
"'111111 Energy Advantage® Financing 
Take advantage of today's low rnterest rates to finance the 
purchase and rnstallat1on of qualifyrng energy-effic1ent equip-
ment MidAmerican and First American Bank have teamed up to 
offer cost-effective and competitive financing options for your 
energy efficiency Improvements. If your residential or nonres1den-
t1al equipment qualifies for a M1dAmerican energy efficiency rebate, 
financing is available in lieu of the rebate 
Call M1dAmencan today at 1-800-894-9599 to learn 1f your equipment 
qualifies or to apply for a loan 
MidAmerican 
ENERGY 
OBSESSIVELY RELENTLESSLY AT YOUR SERVICEe 
Pt.cwcs & 
MIDNv\ERICAN 
ENERGY 
ADVANTAGE. 
Need a place for your stuff? Need a 
space for yourself? Come to Hardy 
Lawn Furniture and explore the 
great places and spaces we have to offer. Call us or visit our website at 
www.hardylawnfurniture.com 
3710 Edgewood Rd. SW·Cadar Rapids • 866·224-3724 • Corner of Hwy 1 & 218 Iowa City • 800·557-2157 
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Neal R. Anderson is the artist for the 2003 Duck 
Stamp. A resident of Lincoln, Neb. , Anderson's work 
has appeared in several publications such as 
NEBRASKA/and, Kansas Wildlife, Wyoming Wild-
life and on Cabela 's catalog covers. Anderson has 
donated original and limited-edition work for fund-
raising efforts to improve wildlife habitat. A limttcd ('f") 
0 
0 
number of prints are available through the Neal Ander- N 
son Studio, 7607 Trendwood Drive, Lincoln, Neb. 
68506. 
s 
The 2003 Habitat Stamp was designed by return-
a ing artist Greg Bordignon. The stamp depicts quail in 
!S the snow on an Iowa farm. Bordignon has been 
rJ'J 
~ commissioned to design the habitat stamp in 2000,2001 
..... 
:C and now 2003. He also was awarded the 2003 Water-
~ 
=t fowl USA "Print of the Year." The image size is 22 x 
('f") g 13 inches. A limited number of prints are available from 
N 
Bordignon Ink, 630 Grand Court, Robins, Iowa, 52328; 
319-743-0874. 
"Brookie In The Brush" by Susan Winter is the 
design for the 2003 Trout Stamp. Winter, a Vennont 
native, has received the "highest bid" honors for this 
print at auction at Trout Unlimited 's 2000 and 2002 
national conventions. A limited number of artist editions 
('f") are available. Winter is currently involved with a 
0 
0 
N restoration project for the Smithsonian [nstitute. Call 
802-878-4942 or for more information about her and 
her work or visit www.winteroriginals.com. 
Tree 
ers 
0 e 
ear 
Article and photos by 
Bob Petrzelka 
Ron and Carol Fullenkamp accept 
the 2002 Iowa Tree Farmer Award 
from Iowa Tree Farm chairman 
Rod Swinton. 
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If Ron and Carol Fullenkamp are 
your grandpa and grandma, you wi II 
gro~ up to love trees. lf Ron and 
Carol arc your neighbors or friends, 
you wi II be much more aware of trees 
than most people, and understand the 
benefits of tree planting and forest 
management. Even if you are a 
complete stranger, and on a lazy, 
. ummer afternoon find yourself at the 
end of a dead-end road leading to the 
"Fullenkamp Tree Farm," you\\ ill 
qu1ckly learn these two people ha\'e a 
. pccml relation-
ship '' ith their 
woods. 
The 
Fullcnkamps, 
from West Point, 
arc Iowa's 2002 
Tree Farn1cr of 
the Year. They 
were presented 
\\ 1th the award by 
the Iowa Tree 
Fann Committee 
\\hen they hosted 
more than 200 
forest landowners 
at their tree fam1 
field day last 
October. 
The 140-acre 
Fullenkamp tree 
fann is nestled 
among the rolling 
hills of Lee 
County in south-
cast lowa. It is a 
classic oak-
hickOiy timber, 
although the Fullenkamps have found 
more than 50 tree and shrub species 
on the property, including chinquapin 
oak, blackjack oak, persimmon and 
American hornbeam. 
The Fullcnkamps purchased the 
first 85 acres in 1988, but it wasn't 
the first time Ron had set foot on the 
property. When he was around 9 
years old, he delivered a two-row 
cult1vator \\lith a Ferguson 30 tractor 
his dad had sold to the property 
ov .. ncr at the time. In the years to 
ps have found 
l!Ub species 
1gchmquapm 
unmonand 
' hased the 
tit wasn't 
t foot on the 
around 9 
two-row 
~ JO trnctor 
pert) 
~vears to 
come, Ron returned to the property to 
hunt squirrels and rabbits. He saw 
his first wild turkey there. "I was 
hunting squitTels at the time, and it 
scared the heck out of me," Ron 
recalls. 
Since the original pw-chase 14 
years ago, the Fullenkamps have 
brought all of their forest under active 
management. Working with a private 
consulting forester and their DNR 
district forester, a written management 
plan was developed to combine 
the Fullenkamps' objectives and 
interests with sound forest manage-
ment. The Fullenkamps have followed 
the plan over the years, thinning out 
trees that were too crowded, killing 
vines on desirable trees and eliminat-
ing undesirable trees. 
fn 2001, the Fullenkamps gradu-
ated from ISU Forestry Extension's 
Master Woodland Manager program, 
and hosted the program at their tree 
fann this past fall. 
In addition to managing their 
existing forest, the couple has taken 
advantage of the Conservation 
Reserve Program and planted trees 
on three crop fields. The first 
plantings were done with tree seed-
lings, but later plantings were done 
with seeds, such as acorns and 
walnuts, planted directly into the 
ground. 
As attached to the timber as they 
are, the Fullcnkamps realize there 
comes a time when certain trees need 
to be harvested. In 1991 , 128 trees 
were selectively harvested. Working 
with their forestry consultant and 
Langenbach Wood Products from Ft. 
Madison, they selected trees that 
were mature or over-mature, an 
Make a deets10n 
to plant a buffer stnp 
today and mcrease 
your farm's potential 
10 produce. 
'rbur success grves your 
children a world of 
opportunities tomorrow 
undesirable species or lower quality, 
or in an area that needed to be 
thinned. That created more growing 
room for the better-quality trees. 
"Trees are just like a field of 
com," says Ron. "When it is ready to 
harvest, that's what you do instead of 
letting it stand and rot, and then you 
get ready for the next generation of 
trees." Carol agrees, but also 
stresses the need to leave enough for 
regeneration. Ron· s advice when 
conducting a timber harvest? "Work 
with a forester to mark it properly, 
listen to their suggestions and let them 
help you sell it." 
While trees are the obvious 
component of an active tree fa1m, 
there are other clements as well. 
Like the large, green and white tree 
farm sign displayed prominently on 
their property says, a tree farm 
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT THE NURSERIES LISTED AT WWW.Sfafe . ia. US/ forestry 
Plant IOWA GROWN nursery stocl<1 90~ cost share sill/ ava•lable. 
6YEARS LATER 
encompa se wood, water, wildlife 
and recreation. 
For Ron, wildlife play an impor-
tant role. That fir t encounter with 
the wild turkey didn't scare him for 
long. Today, he enjoys deer and 
tw-key hunting and loves to rekindle 
fond memorie of squirrel hunts with 
his grandchildren. In fact, Ron helps 
the DNR un ey wild turkey popula-
tions in the summer, and he and hi 
son, Chris, were instrw-nental in 
starting a chapter of the National 
Wild Tw-key Federation in southeast 
Iowa. 
This year, there were at least a 
dozen deer taken off the tree fann, 
"that we know of, anyway," says Ron 
with a smile. And in a typical year, 
six to eight wild turkeys are harvested 
from his land. 
Carol' interests lean more 
toward birdwatching, wildflowers and 
mushrooms. She rarely travels 
without her binoculars, or bird and 
mushroom guides. She has seen 
rufous-sided towhees, scarlet tana-
gers, green herons, kingfishers, 
ospreys, cedar waxwings and even a 
pileated woodpecker on the property. 
Her interest in mushrooms was 
piqued when a grandchild asked what 
the brilliant red-cupped mushrooms 
were that were even present in 
winter. She learned they were 
scarlet cups, and has been interested 
in fungi ever since. The family eats 
morels and puffballs, and Carol is 
interested in sampling other varieties 
she has identified as edible, including 
chicken-of-the-woods. Ron on the 
other hand, isn't so willing to experi-
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ment. Instead, Carol regularly 
photographs mushrooms, even more 
so than birds, becau e, as she admits, 
"l'mjust not patient enough to wait 
around for a good bird shot." 
In the spring, it's the wildflowers 
that command Carol's attention. 
"That's why r go turkey hunting, to 
look at the wildflowers," she con-
fesses. Dutchman's breeches, 
hepatica, trillium, maidenhair fern, 
jack-in-the-pulpit, blue-eyed grass, 
bloodroot and spideJWort are all 
present on the tree fann. 
Not wanting to be outdone by 
Ron and his turkey count, Carol 
participates in the DNR's annual toad 
and frog survey. At dusk, at five 
locations and on three specific dates 
from April through July, Carol can be 
found listening for the calls and croaks 
of these amphibians. She has identi-
fied calls from green, leopard, cricket, 
chorus and bull frogs, 
as well as tree and 
American toads. 
As grandparents, 
the Fullenkamps 
make sure future 
generations wi II 
enjoy the tree farm by 
planting a tree for 
each grandchild. 
Every year, an album 
is put together with 
each child standing 
next to their special 
tree. 
Ron and Carol are 
as generous with their 
woods as they arc 
with their welcoming 
smiles. In the past they have hosted 
the Lee County Forestry Field Day, 
cooperated with the DNR in reintro-
ducing ruffed grouse to the area, 
and regularly host school groups, 
community activities and other 
functions. On any given Sunday 
afternoon, when the weather is 
agreeable, you will find friends and 
relatives gathered at the shelter that 
serves as their headquarters. The 
first to arrive gets the grill going 
and the afternoon is spent hiking the 
many trails throughout the forest, 
seeing how hungry the fi sh are or 
j ust sitting soaking up the sun. 
It would be hard to find stronger 
advocates for forestry and forest 
management. The Fullenkamps 
constantly talk tree planting, forest 
management, harvests and why you 
shouldn ' t graze your timber, to 
anyone that will I i ten. ''You need 
have hosted 
·Field Da}, 
R in reintro-
the area. 
''groups, 
d other 
Sunday 
ther IS 
friends and 
I shelter that 
ters. The 
~I gomg 
~~ hiking the 
~e forest. 
1sh are or 
~e sun. 
rind stronger 
to talk to Ronnie," is a frequent 
comment among people talking 
about planting trees or harvesting 
timber. 
Thanks to the Fullenkamps, 
countless other landowners have 
been steered toward professional 
forestry assistance, forestry field 
days and Forestry Extension. 
Both husband and wife have a 
tremendous land ethic and are 
well-respected members of their 
community, which is a valuable 
combination when promoting 
forest management. It is safe to 
say no one squeezes more enJoy-
ment and education for so many 
people out of their woods than Ron 
and Carol Fullenkamp. 
why you Bob Petrzelka is a consulting 
, to j forester for Geode Forest1y in 
Burlington. 
Grandson Eric Box gives his tree 
a hug. 
A full range of options at your 
service with G SHOPPEK 
Choose from a complete line of FrontMount 
or M1™ MidMount mowers with 14 to 32 hp 
gas or diesel, air-cooled or liquid-cooled 
engines. 44" - 72" cutting decks 
TM 
and PowerVac grass 
collection systems 
give you a time-
saving performance 
year after year. 
TM 
For a FREE Demonstration and to 
find your nearest GRASSHOPPER 
dealer, call The Harnack Company 
Toll-Free at 1-800-772-2022 YOUR NEXT MOWER 
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DNR pollution prevention 
intern boo t Iowa' economy 
and benefit the environment 
Artic le and photo 
by Bob Ca tell inc 
"The ultunate measure qfa man " not H here he 
staml\ mmomenl\ of comfort and com·u11ence. but 
where he \'land\ attunes o./ challenge " 
- Martin Luther King 
Jenm fer Reutzel had a btg challenge. 
In Ma} 2002. Reutzel wa \uppo cd to\\ alk mto Tone 
Brothers Inc m Ankeny. the large\t -..ptce manufactunng 
plant 111 the \vorl d. and find a \\ ay to tmprm e one of tts 
processe ·. The company was endtng wa te ptce that had 
fallen off the line during the manufactUti ng proce to the 
landfi II to the tune of 130 tons per year. Reutzel' jOb 
wa to find another u e for thts "sptcc dust." 
ound ltke a jOb for a ea oncd con ultant, nght? 
Gue agam. ReutzeL all of 22 year~ old,\\ a an mtern. Oh 
ye he had 12 weeks to complete the jOb. 
"You think, ' I'm one intern, and I have a few weeks to 
solve problems for people who have done this their entire 
lives,'" Reutzel aid. "It was definitel y intimidating." 
uch ts the life of an mtem, espectally tho e in the 
D fR ' Pollutton Prevention (P2) Intern Program, a highly 
ucce ful bu mes tate partner ·htp that ha just entered 
its third year. P2 intern aren' t sent to brew coffee or run 
the copy machine. They're sent to make a difference. 
During the first two years, the program' 34 intern 
have helped their ho t companie diveri 2,800 ton of solid 
waste from Iowa' landfill , conscrYe 2 13 mi ll ion gallons or 
42 hm.a ( t>nsenatoon"l • \lard11 \prol 211113 
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Left: Jenntfer Reutzel, Arindam Chowdhury and JeH 
Kloster, three of 20 interns from the 2002 program. 
water and 3.7 ktlo\\'at1-hour of energ), and eltmmate the 
production of 1 I ,000 gallon of hazardous wa. te. A a 
re ult, their host compante \\ ill m·e nearl} 3 mtlhon each 
year: if all intern solution are implemented. that figure 
could jump to nearly 10 mill ion annual I}. 
tudent at Io wa college apply for the program 
through a competitive proce s. fowa companie al o 
compete for tudents, and each company must outline a 
pccific pollutton prc\·entwn project for a pro pective intern. 
I 
ry and Jeff 
program 
.minate the 
.te. As a 
million each 
atfi~ 
:sabo 
outline a 
tl., e 1ntent pee 
A ONR election committee then 
ptcks both industry and student 
candidates, matching interns and 
companie based on company needs 
and intern strengths. After a one-
week training period, intems are sent 
to their host companies to work. 
The program is living proof that 
pollution prevention, often thought to 
be an expensive bw·den, is simply too 
expensive NOT to implement. 
"The intem program has demon-
strated that pollution prevention is 
both good business and good for 
busmess," said Jan Loyson, the 
DNR' intern coordinator. 
It certainly was good business for 
Tone Brothers. Reutzel discovered 
that spice , like many other food-
based products, can be used to 
pcoduce aruma I feed. She found a 
market for her company's spice dust, 
working a deal with a manufacturer 
oflivcstock feed. Thanks to Reutzel's 
'iOlutton, Tone's expen e for this 
waste was eliminated. 
"Feed manufacturers are trying to 
be cost competitive ju t like anybody 
else," smd Reutzel, a Central College 
graduate who is tudying for her 
master's degree in economics at 
Iowa State University. ''If they can 
get materials at a low cost that aren't 
acceptable for human consumption, 
then it benefits them." 
Reutzel said some manufacturers 
believe that "spiced-up" feed is more 
attractive to the livestock. Basically, it 
tastes better. 
"It's funny, because I never 
thought of cattle as having a discrimi-
natmg palate," he said. 
Other intem aero Iowa have 
had Similar ucce , avmg money 
and reducing waste in a wide variety 
of industries, everything from feed 
producers to electronics manufactur-
ers to makers of rubber hose. E\en 
municipal and county go\'ernments 
have gotten into the act. All have 
benefited. 
Winnebago Industries, one of the 
nation's leading manufacturers of 
recreational vehicles, knew that it 
created a lot of wood waste rrom the 
production of cabinets. The company 
had even documented an increase in 
its wood waste in recent months. But 
it didn't know exactly where the 
waste was coming rrom. 
Enter Jeff Kloster, a 21-year-old 
junior at Iowa State. He had one 
primary goal for his intern hip: to 
complete an audit of Winnebago's 
Jeff Kloster helped Winnebago 
reduce its wood waste. 
wood waste so the company could 
identify alternatives and improve its 
process. "We had good numbers on 
the whole," said Kloster, a mechani-
cal engineering major. "But the 
specifics weren't there." 
Thanks to his waste audit, 
Kloster found several answers. 
Winnebago requires certain minimwn 
specifications for the quality of its 
wood. Kloster said at lea t 25 
percent of the pine Winnebago 
received "never touched a saw" 
because it didn't meet company 
specifications for quality. In other 
words, it came rrom the supplier 
warped or damaged in some other 
way; subsequently it was di carded. 
"That's not a knock against the 
supplier," he said. "We're talking 
about pine, and you're going to have 
25 to 30 percent defects with pine. 
The trick was to find a way to keep 
that wood out of the wa te tream." 
Kloster worked out a deal with 
the supplier that allowed Winnebago 
to re-bundle wood piece that didn ' t 
meet company pecification and 
return it to the supplier, who could 
then re-sell the wood at a lower 
grade. The arrangement allowed 
Winnebago to eliminate its waste 
disposal cost for substandard wood. 
The challenge was similar for 
Arindam Gan Chowdhury, another 
2002 P2 intern. Originally from India, 
Chowdhury moved to the United 
States in 2000 to work on a Ph.D. in 
engineering mechanic , ha\ ing 
already earned a master's degree in 
structural engineering from the Indian 
Institute ofTechnology in Bombay. 
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At 31 year. old, Chowdhury 
wa n 't your typical mtem. And the 
re ult ofh1 mtem h1p weren't 
typicaL e1ther 
ChO\\dhury erYed hi internsh1p 
with Lear Corporation tn rov.a City, a 
Fortune 150 company that produces 
ann re t and other automotive 
intenor component. Hi job wa to 
reduce the amount of wa tewater 
generated b) pamt gun that \\ere 
u ed to pray the arm re t . 
Tt took hm1 lc than two weeks 
to olve the problem. He employed a 
chem1cal proce s to treat the wa te-
\vater that returned clean \\ ater and 
prec1p1tatcd a ohd. The clean \\atcr 
wa re-u ·ed. and the ohd \\a 
marketed as fuel to a nearby mcmera-
tion fac ll1 ty, c!Jmmatmg the need to 
treat 35,000 gallons of wa tcwatcr 
annually at a co t of $24,000. 
Chov. dhury wa just gettmg 
warmed up. lie found a \\ ay to 
increa e the aerodynamic effic1ency 
of the pamt gun , wh1ch meant the 
guns' filter had to be changed every 
five hours, a oppo ed to every 20 
minutes. The olution will ave Lear 
about $242,000 annually in filter co t . 
And smce he \\a able to market the 
used filters a mcineration fuel, the 
The "Class of 
2002." Summer of 
2002 interns met 
with Governor Tom 
Vilsack near the 
completion of their 
projects. Vilsack 
called the program 
an important tool for 
keeping qualified 
young professionals 
in Iowa. 
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olution eliminated $9,800 per year in 
landfi II co t . 
lt d1dn 'tend there. Chowdhury 
calculated the plant· pamt tran fer 
effic1ency, or the amount of pamt that 
actually ends up on the part compared 
to over pray. Ba ed on tho e calcula-
tion . he di covered that his plant's 
efficiency could be tmproved and 
recommended the purcha e of an 
electro tatlc pamtmg y tern that 
could ave h1s company 1.3 million 
per year m pamt co t . 
"1 came up w1 th a chart," 
Chowdhury md. 'Thi howed them 
how much money could be aved for 
e\ ef) 10 percent mcrea e in effi-
ctenc). The} d1dn 't knO\\ their pamt 
tran fer effic1cncy O\\ they have 
the number ." 
Chowdhury abo demonstrated 
that eemingly minor problems can 
re ult in large ex pen. e . He found 
that leak m p1pe and fitting for 
Lear' compres ·ed mr y tern \\ere 
cau ing compre · ors to run more than 
nece sary. re ultmg 111 almost 
I 00,000 per year in extra energy 
costs. And lcakmg team trap were 
co ting 3 ,000 per year in exce s 
natural ga usage. 
Finally. ChO\\ dhury found energy 
Jennifer Reutzel found a home for ') € 
manufacturer. 
a\ ing a you m1ght m your home -
fTom lights and equipment left on 
unnece sarily. He discovered that by 
1mply turning ofT the lights and 
compre orson \\Cckends and 
holiday , the company could saYe 
almo t $85.000 per year. 
While it may ·eem mcredible for 
college students to make such a 
difference at large companie , at 
lea t one manager i n 't urpri ed by 
the re ult P2 mtem ha\·e achieYed. 
Da\'e Knight, a t'\ 1gma Black Belt 
engineer at Lear, md college tu-
dent actually have advantages over 
more sea oned engineers. 
"Student may not have a lot of 
field experience. but they have that 
unbridled enthu m m," atd Knight. 
\\hO erved a Chowdhury' upervi-
or during the intern htp. "That's a 
key eharacteri tic 111 looking for new 
olutions. We need to have input from 
different vantage pomt and age 
group . Plu , you' re talkmg about 
• 
eg 
• 
r 
industrial recycler to reduce waste all 
over the plant, recycling everything 
from packaging material to office 
paper. The project saved her company 
$115,000 per year and diverted 800 
tons from the landfill. 
"For most of the waste that goes 
out, it's a matter of nobody having the 
time to evaluate how often loads are 
being taken to the landfill," Reutzel 
said. "You just don't know how much 
you're throwing away." 
Of course, the intemshtps weren't 
as easy a walking in and taking 
charge. Interns had to overcome the 
ever-present resistance to change. 
a home for l's "sp1ce dust" with a feed "People who arc working on a 
process don 't want to change," 
rourhome 
nt left on 
•ered that by 
~tsand 
:Is and 
ould save 
ncredible for 
·such a 
arne~. at 
;urprised by 
,e aclue,·ed 
na Black Belt 
.uege stu· 
tntages over 
s. 
~ave a lot of 
) have that 
id J(night. sa . 
·s super\l· 
.lf) 
··That's a ). 
)Jng for ne'' 
a' e Ulput frolll 
and age 
cing abOut 
Savings in2001 /2002 
Actual pollution/waste reduction and cost savings from intern projects 
Category Reduction Cost Savings 
Water conseNation 213 million gal. $722,000 
Solid waste 2,800 tons 1,598,000 
Hazardous waste 11 ,000 gallons 14 7,000 
Energy 3.7 million KWh 183,000 
Production costs 315,000 
Total $2,965,000 
some awfully bright young people." 
Like Chowdhury, many of the 
other interns went above and beyond 
thetr company-prescribed projects. 
Kloster figured out ways to change 
the orientation of certain cuts, allow-
ing the scrap to be used for a differ-
ent piece. Since those cuts were 
made by a computer-driven automatic 
system, the solution required only a 
fe\\ changes to the computer's 
program. The solution aved 150 tons 
of wood waste. 
Reutzel worked with a local 
Chowdhury said. "I saw it in 
everyone's face whenever I sug-
gested they do something new. You 
have to show the workers that it will 
ease their work, and you must show 
the managers that it will save 
money." 
Reutzel said that employee input 
was key to overcoming that resis-
tance because it gave them owner-
ship in the solutions developed. 
"If something i n ' t working right, 
they're the first one to know it," 
Reutzel said. "And they really valued 
being able to share their problems and 
offer their opinions." 
Kloster said that most of the 
infmmation he used to develop 
solutions came from workers on the 
floor. "They're the best source of 
information because they really know 
the details of their jobs," Kloster said. 
"They help you understand the 
process." 
The program definitely has helped 
companies reduce pollution and save 
money, and students have gained 
hands-on experience, received a 
financial stipend and built on their 
resumes. But one of the program's 
chief benefits is that it encourages 
qualified college graduates to stay in 
Iowa. Of the 14 interns from the 
program's first year, II have re-
mained in [owa to pursue careers or 
continue their studies, while two 
others entered graduate programs in 
other state and could conceivably 
return to Iowa. 
Interns also gained instght mto the 
relationship between indu try and 
government. And they learned that 
such a relationship can be strength-
ened by working together. 
"The DNR has seen the advan-
tages of working with industry," 
Kloster said. "This program epito-
mizes that idea. It combines good 
environmental policy with sound 
economics." 
Bob Caste/line is a waste manage-
ment infonnation specialist .for the 
department in Des Moines. 
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Ftcld tn.tl & Gun d~"l! Tr,unmg 
Rrt.k H ,ld.. 
B<>x \ il> 
R,..,k,l ell. lA ~O-!t>9 
641- gqz- 42ti g 
comfort e.:<~ L d 
::S ~"''s o ge 
o'> "'~ V) <.."'-0 
C..,<:( No .led •n Mt St~rllng, 
a just 10 '111lt'S lror.> 
~'' • ~ La~~ Sugema OUt Q'J1et 
lOCI~ ts perf«t ror outdoor enthu\ am 
Each Cll our '" un ts 'eattM't'S a 'ull k tcnen 
bath, TV outdoor gn I and plet1t~ or sll'eP ng 
lor tour Community washer/ dry"' ICe 
mach r I "' p1t and chest frt->ter make 
yoo~r 1tay very comfortJble 
319-494-7737 
MT STERLING 1A • VAN BUREN 0 ~~ 
• Dog Kcnnd~ \ 
• Bed & Brc-,tkfast Hospn.llll} 
• Phn'-lnt Quat! Chul .md Huns 
Mil. \!lOt I Ol R fROPII\ I ROL T 
10088 \\ 56th Sneet 1\onh 
Ba\tcr IO\\a 50028 
641· 227 ·3090 
Ematl 11 rltlfrathrrluull~'aol wm 
' 
' Bluff Uarbor Marina 
Just North of Great River Bridge, 
N Front St Burlington Iowa 
888-917 ·3627 . 319-753-2590 
• Full Service Marina 
• 1-ligher Level of Service 
• Lower Price 
www.bluffharbor.com 
_IERCURY ~ Tho Wotor Calls 
Selling new and used travel trailers 11nd 
5th wheels Featunng Layton, Century, 
Bantam Trati·L•te Tra•l CruiSer Trail 
Bay Cedar Creek Spnnter Surveyor 
See our newly remodeled shOY.room 
oH•-:es ar'd parts a 1d ser e 
www.imperlalrvcenter.com 
515-964-1424 • 1-800-444-1424 
1727 S Ankeny Blvd (Hwy 69) 
Ankeny. lA 50021 
Spook Cave & 
Campground 
~ • 35 M1nute Gu1ded Boat Tour 
• No Walkmg 
• 7 S•te Spac•ous 
Campground 
• Fr .hmg & 
Sw•mm•ng Lake 
7 miles West of 
McGregor, Hwy. 18 
www.spookcave .com 
563-873-2144 
wa~t a Qualitv Place to Fish & 
150 A cre\ of pnmc Wio,wn"n deer. turl..cy. grou'c and 
trout lhhing ground' f01 lc.t,c tn Rtchlan<.l .md Cr,m ford 
Counue, \\ 1\cnn"n (nc;u the \l'"'"'ippll Qu.1ht) D<!er 
Manaj!erncnt pracuced '" ( \\ D deer fuun<.l .\c rc' of 
Wil<.lhtc 1-ood Ploh tndudmg lmpenal \\. httet.ul Clo,er 
Buck) BcJI1\. Com. I)<! ollld llliXCd legumco, pl,tnted Ill 
open roll1ng hill ;, and tn 'ccludcd deer hldC<I\V.JY' 75% of 
property '' \\Ooded. Propcrtic' al ~o offer 1\\CI of the be!ot 
trout 'tream~ in the \tate. IOO'r Succc" Rate for 
Turl;ey' th" Spnng Op..:n for Bo\\ /Gun Deer Turke) 
'>mall game <tnd li'hmg nghh ( , real Place to hunt. fi!>h 
and enjo} life. S500/hunter Plea'e call ''uri.. number at 
(920) 776 1740 or em;ul at al..onopacl-.1@ •tol cum 
GARST FARM 
RESORTS 
B&. B • Cottagt.•., • Camp!>ile'> 
r armhome for I amil) Reunion., 
I r;HI Rtdmg • C anoco, • Fl' .. htn)' 
\I\., • Khruo,hche\ Hi\IOI) 
\ o,tronom) &. \lore 1 
www.farmr _ t .com 
2 4 -2 64 
1390 H lghV,J) l.fl 
Coon Rap1d-.. lA 50058 
Learn Taxidermy 
7-week complete course or 
weekend classes on deer, 
f1sh, b1rds and mammals. 
Hutton Valley 
School of Taxidermy 
Roger Hutton owner'1nstructor 
2514 V1ctory Lane 
St Charles lA 50240 
641 -396 2760 
huttontx@ netms. net 
C11noeing 
C11mping 
Motocross 
SevenOaksRec.com 
Boone. lA 
515--U2-9..J57 
AI Loebig Marine 
1!./}#ERCURY ~ The Water Calls 
RLUMRCRRFf 
2250Ame A\ e., \\ esle), I\ 
515-679-~432 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
: Fish Canada : 
• • 
: Bluffy Lake ocated in Northw&.,tern Ontano. : 
• wh•ch was formerly accessible by float plane • 
: only. now offers some of the best walleye & : 
: northern hshtng .n the Ear Fi!lls area at : 
• affordablrJ dnvo 1n pnces • 
• • 
: FOR INFO CALL : 
: Winter ' ta 121-1166 • Summer 1107·222-322' • 
• OAWAITE : 
• 
• Winter Bluffy Lake Camp • • 
: AA4 Mount Forest Ont. • 
• 
' NOG 2LO 
• 
• Summer· Bluffy Lake Camp 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• Box 248 E • F'll s On! : 
: ~· POV1TO : 
: ? ~~~= 
: WilDERNESS CAMP : 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Used Grasshoppers 
Late Model Untts 
20 to choose from 
2002 718/52 Deck 
$7,285.00 
Kellogg Lawn & Snow 
641-526-0002 
Iowa 
Archery 
Awhori-;.ed 
Hen t USA Dutle1 
* 
S20 '\onh John \\J}nc Dmc 
\\ IIIIOI'CI, lA 50271 
515-462-6788 
Btn.l Hunting 
~ 
Hunung Preo,ene 
.. 
Spontng Clay~ 
Booking Fa/11-ltmt\ Now! 
Pheawnl, Quail, Clwkar 
Homt oj Horltl Champion 
'i/..1 <'I 'ihooter Halt' I htllll 
LatT), Li'>a & Hale) Dunn, 0" ners 
3353 PI) mouth \H~nue 
Edd)' tile. IO\\ a 52553 
(641) 969-4387 
E~t 1996 
• 
iaiia .. ~ 
• 1er ~7·222·3225 • 
• 
!Camp 
t Forest On! 
•• •• ••• ••••• 
10ppers 
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lO 
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)0 
~ 
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002 
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• 
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ll. 
6788 
rd J-lunung 
:ing Pre-ef\ e 
rting Cia)' 
\
• I 
mts' Oll. 
I. Cfrukar 
~Jramprcn 
/(1 our.n 
01)1lll. o~e~ 
1 ,\\enue __ ,
3 5~)'J 
~lr 
VAN 'S 
TAXIDERMY 
STUDIO 
Jrg.~. Spu111a Bwt.~ . 
811::... Barr.1 , L11maj1e\ S/..rrts 
641-792-3884 
NEWTON, lA 
Jeff and Teresa Schadle 
702 East 1st Street • Vtnton, lA 
(319) 472-5395 
J OHN VANDER SCHEL TAXIDERMIST 
"30 Y EARS ExPERIENCE" 
P~ A 1 N E' s "The Busmess Servrce BUill Smce 1965 :M • MOTOR HOMES 
RV SALES & SERVICE • TRAILERS & STHWHEELS 
190 PLAZA DR. • 1-380 EXIT 68 • WATERLOO, lA 
Bruce Paine, Owner-Dealer 
Bus. 319-234-3039 • 1-800-286-3039 • www.painesrv.com 
• NEW & USED 
• PARTS-HITCHES 
• AIR CONDITIONERS 
• AWNINGS·ETC 
SERVICE & REPAIRS 
HIGH BANKS RESORT 
ON LAKE WINNIBIGOSHISH 
17645 N H1gh Banks Rd. NE, Deer R1ver, MN 56636 
218-246-2560 Res: 1-800-365-2560 
PERCH!! PERCH!! PERCH!! 
Lake Access with Plowed Roads! 
•!• Modern Housekeeping Cabins 
•!• Pool Table & Pinball 
•!• Full Cock1ail Bar w/Hot Food 
•!• Bait, Convenience Items & Liquor Carry Out 
Look us up on the internet at: www.highbanks.com 
If you've been look1ng forward to starting the new year with your favonte 
Kawasaki, REV UP F1nancing can make it easy. 'loi\ 
See your Kawasaki dealer today, and get your year 
off to a really fast start. 
AVOCA 
Holtz Kawasak• 
331 W Htgh 
888·803· 7693 
DES MOINES 
Struthers Brothers Kawasalo 
5191 NW 2nd Ave 
888·816-FAST 
COUNCIL BLUFFS 
Tim O'Ntell Motors 
1010 34th Ave 
800-432-9355 
FORT DODGE 
Racmg Unltmtted Kawasalo 
515·955-6000 
www racmgunltmtted com 
Prairre• 650 
HUBBARD 
Hornung Cycle Center 
Hwy 65 South 
641·864·3253 
C 2003 i<a'ftasa. M.Jton Cotp u s A 'Olio< good on se ect ,_- not pr~MC>US~y r091Slerecl Ka~•sa• moiO<CYdd ATVa, 
JET SKI!> .. atettran and MULE"' y\loy- on)""' Kawasa>< Good Tmes~ a- card SYbt«<IO a~ awrovaJ Ol!or 
end> OoL'JG'Ol Restro<lU>S may ..,py S... <lOre lor clela.ls 
!SO Down SO po,ments and 0 .,,...., ..,u Janua<y 2004 • F.nance Cnarge•,... not bo ompooed on '""SO puld1aSel and 
P'ti'T'«'b ...,q not be •equ>ecl unto! tne Jattuary 2004 "'""""""' e-qwat>OO dale nclcaled on your~ statemont d your""""""' 
.. '-"tJJ cun- Stanc1.11rd Ralo 17 II% APR For - ""' <ep1 c:urreru 1ne De ..... R.lto Cl 21 !no. .O.PA "'"' bo oppb«<IO .. 
bllonoes ~~ Fonanoe Charge S2 00 c;.,r,a;n ruleS apply to the a110ear.on o1 payments and ~inane<> c:Nrgos on your pro-
mobonal putthaSe • you ma'e mcwer U\an one pU'chase on your aed1 card CAl 1-883-367""'310 Of r~ """' ca•<Jl tO 
~-""-""" ~.At\1~51-~@te for your ylety: A AM MW A be !"1'!(>1 Crt- orNoc:tm aed em·~ \l' ~ a_ 
N-=t. ~ Jl ~~~ .!IW.' ""'ll !lll§.ll!l. .l>llltt. [Old$ Q! Qil) Ill' n<-Al I 
~And.Ji~ ~~'u•on dtljcu4lrerrn~ 
Marke lace 
Visit us on the web at: www.lassoerv.com 
Jfl/,~ A'fl 'f1 I :!, 
Ill ~~m !l.tl J 
LASSO E RV INC. 
SALES • SERVICE • PARTS 
12942 Amber Rd. X44, Anamosa, lA 52205 
Ph. 319-462-3258 • 1-800-798-3511 
Excellent selections for snowbirds heading to warmer climates -
for those of you who are not, see us for all your winter needs. 
Furture Gun Show Dates and Locations 
Trade Show Production 
606 South Front St. Montezuma, Iowa 50171 
Phone: (641) 623-0080 Fax: (641 ) 623-5672 
Toll Free: (877) 623-9364 
Web S1te www.gunshowtsp com E-ma11 le1ghw@pcpartner net 
Show Hours: Friday: 5:00 PM-9:00 PM 
Saturday: 9:00 AM-5:00 PM Sunday: 9:00 AM-3:00 PM 
March 21 -23,2003 Hawkeye Downs June 6-8,2003 
Cedar Rap1ds,IA 
April11 -13, 2003 Iowa State June 20-22, 2003 
Farrgrounds 
Hawkeye Downs 
Cedar Rap1ds, lA 
Iowa State 
Fa1rgrounds 
Des Memes, lA Des Mornes. lA 
Central Iowa's 
Finest Sporting 
Goods Shop! 
Hunting • Fishing • Camping 
~~ ~;~ 
" !?-;f"-t 
""' 
.>. __ 
<i:li 16C!• 
Gear for the Angler 
We Have the Brands You are Fishing For! 
Sh1mano 
Quantum 
Zebco 
Northland 
Fenw1ck 
St. Cro1x 
Berkley 
Rapala 
Johnson 
Abu Garc1a 
Plano 
4723 West Lincoln Way, Ames. Iowa 
292·2276 • M·F 9-8 Sat.·Sun. 11-6 
You may have heard stories that deer 
wh1stles don't work. Believe Them! 
The Hornet is the only proven device 
Guaranteed! 
For your motorcycle too! 
1-888-576-2950 • www.americanhornet.com 
"\V "OODliNK (ouu~ittcclto hl'ing the ~Int ... W \ ® c.;t h ctwll, \tr tn•, Quultly 
• Full line of Cedar Bird 
Feeder and Bird House<, 
Cof1perlop.1® 
Prof< 1 \Willi I Sene\ 
\mt'rietm Tradirlon Sent 1 
• Magnum~ 1M -~ 
• Steel ;\lagnum""' 
• • teel quirrel 
Baffle 
Harveys Brekke s Town 
Greenhouse & Country 
& Garden Center 23827 580th 
Hwy 169 S Ad Street Ames 
51.,-993-3916 515-232-7906 
Lakeside Farver True Value 
Country Store True Value Hardware 
4040 South 2617 ! stAve E 63rd & Grand, 
Expre:.:.way, Newton Welit Des Mo1ne:; 
Couclf Bluffs 64t-791·9o14 515·279·9905 
712-366·8111 
Eliminate Your Heating Bills 
CLASSIC 
Outdoor Wood Furnace 
• Taw "" )'{.-. ,........,.. ..10- poe. 
c:ll::llmell ...... :.. atW1 ~ 
• U<wnatCI'od o~aemy and bOO<e<l 1>r 1110 
best Wlfranly 11'1 tn• WIUW'y 
• ~~ t ., o any ••- .g ..,.M> 'IIJ 
......... 
Eliminate Your Heatmg Bills 
'Buyw1Q I CtiS$/C Centrll 8ooJ..r <S on. 0( 
the best O.OSO'JS I M\ooW Mlde I .... .,. • 
,_ ·~ ol WOOd.., my,.., 4/l(/ hot 
waM· ~~ ,.ntro SI1CO ~ 1twt 
ballfl J-.:1~~ u MWJ$400;... 
'"""" Oon P CT 
There's No Cleaner, Safer Way to Haat with Wood ' " 
Cole's Outdoor Wood Stoves 
Platnfteld, lA 
319-276-3085 
Dean Meter Wood Heat 
Woodward, lA 
515-438-2120 
IOWA OUTBACK GETAWAYS 
A Hunting & Recreatton Retreat. 
Jotn us for a day, a weekend, or a 
week 1n the wtlderness! Any of our 
new log cabtns w1ll make a wonderful 
get-a-way for you or your fam1ly Each 
log cabtn comes fully equ1pped with 
kitchen, bath & 3 queen beds 
Open Year Round 
712-446-2503 
www.iowaoutback.corn 
Rathbun Lake · Southern Iowa·~ Best Kept Secret 
4 8 to" a Con'<'rHuon"t • \lard" \pnl 2003 
RancherrM 
4x4 ES 
DES MOINES 
Garvos Honda 
800-358·5508 • 515·243·6217 
www q'l~ .honda om 
INDIANOLA 
GP Motor Sport~ 
1303 E 2nd Ave 
51 ::>·961-628b 
O~~Or' e nds April 30 
OTTUMWA 
Ottumwa Motor Sports Inc 
800-684·5727 
www onumwamotor~ports com 
SHELDON 
Glen ~ Sport Center 
712·324-4387 
www g nssportcenter com 
hOndO COm 8( 4 flo >r4 .t.f J f n At¥too\'1'8 Y'lf ~R A HUt.Al f ( TL rROT1 U r4 AUD rrr- rr I '1' Cl H "fV AND 
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Trimmers 
1 i1f* 
COUNCIL BLUFFS 
Modwest Lawn EqUipment 
2607 Hwy 191 
712·322·6814 
DES MOINES 
P & P Smalal Engmes 
800-DM-STIHL 
www pandpsmalleng1nes com 
GREENFIELD 
Chain Saws 
........ --~--) 
-
DANBURY 
Lans1nk Repa1r & Hardware Inc 
214 Maon 
712·883-2437 
HOLLAND JANESVILLE 
Voss Repa1r 
15125 N Ave.Hwy 14 
319 346-2434 
IOWA CITY 
Stokes Weld1ng 
Old Hwy 218 
319·987-2801 
True Value Hardware & Rental 
506 S E 6th St 
64 1 7 43·8282 
A1r Cooled Engrne Servoce 
515 Southgate Ave 
319·354·1382 
NASHUA 
LeRoy's Repa1r 
641 ·435-4349 
800· 750-4349 
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2002 Explore Iowa Parks Winners 
Three lucky campers were winners in the Iowa DNR's Explore Iowa Parks program in 2002. The pro-
gram awarded prizes to campers who stayed in a number of the 18 participating state parks. Campers could 
earn prizes for camping in as few as four parks or they could try for one of three grand prizes by camping in 1 0 
ofthe 18 parks. The 2003 Explore Iowa Parks program will kick off in May during Free Camping Weekend, 
May 2-4. The program will remain much the same, however this year 53 state parks will participate. For more 
information call 515-281 -5918. 
rd 
st 
Emy and Larry 
Lavenz of Waterloo 
won first prize, a 
Palomino fold-down 
trailer donated by 
Herold Trailer Sales 
and MidAmerican 
Energy. Park district 
supervisor Jim Lawson, 
acting parks bureau 
chief Kevin 
Szcodronski and 
Herold owners Cindy 
Mathews, Bryan Herold 
and Morris Herold were 
present at the 
awarding. 
Jeff and Carmen Grooms 
from Ottumwa won a coupon 
book good for seven nights of 
camping in Iowa State Parks. 
nd Chuck and Pat Custer from Randalia won a two-person 
kayak from CanoeSport Outfitters in Indianola. Sherry 
Arntzen, event coordinator (left) and CanoeSport owner Jeff Holmes 
(far right) helped present the award. 
MidA1nerican 
ENERIIY 
OBSESSIVELY , RELENTLESSLY AT YOUR SERVICE 
CANOESPORT OUTFITTERS 
/ 
RKS PROFILE 
LAKE ANITA STATE PARK 
WHERE PEACE AND TRANQUILITY 
MEET CONVENIENCE 
estled in the rolling 
hiJis of outhwcst 
Iowa is a place 
where peace and tranquility meet 
modem-day convenience. Lo-
cated about halfu-ay between 
De Moine and Counctl Bluffs, 
ofT Interstate 80, the beautiful 
scenery, relaxing atmosphere and 
easy access make Lake Anita 
State Park a perfect getaway for 
people of all ages. 
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Artic le by Jo hua Peach 
Photo by Clay Smith 
Lake Amta \\a first pro-
posed in 1950 when local resi-
dents approached the state with 
an idea to build a lake near the 
small town of Anita. Their effort 
wa rewarded 111 1 962 when the 
park wa · established and con-
stmction began. 
On May 30, 1969, the I ,062-
acre state park was formally 
dedicated. Anita residents had 
their 175-acre lake, as well a a 
120-acre public hunttng area and a 
942-acre wildlife preserve. Lake 
Anita was now set to provide 
many diver e opportunities for the 
outdoor recreationalist. And it has. 
Today. Lake Anita 1s one of the 
mo t popular outdoor recreation 
facilitie in outhwcst Iowa. 
Camping is one of the mo t 
popular activitie at the park, with 
I 45 sites in the modem camp-
ground. For tho e looking to rough 
elec 
the-
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it, there are 69 sites with no 
electricity; and another 48 with 
electricity. A special feature are 
the 28 sites with full hookups, 
which include water and sewer as 
well as electricity. All campsites 
are within a short walk to the 
lake, providing easy access to 
fishing without having to pack all 
of the gear into the car. Along 
with modern rest room and 
shower facilities, there is a small 
playground in the campground 
with swings, a slide and climbing 
structure for the kids. 
There are eight open-air 
picnic shelters around the lake 
that can be reserved through the 
park office or used on a first-
come, first-served basis. Many 
offer views overlooking the lake. 
There arc also numerous picnic 
areas around the lake, complete 
with tables and grills, that are 
very popular. 
Fishing has always been 
popular at Lake Anjta. With road 
access to all sides of the lake, 
along with nine fishing jetties 
dotted around the lake, you don't 
need a boat to enjoy fishing. 
Ample structure throughout the 
lake provides plenty of habitat for 
fish. 
Since Lake Aruta is an 
artificial lake, boats with any 
sized motors can be used, but 
they must be run at no wake 
speed. Boats can be easily put 
into the lake at one of the two 
paved boat ramps. 
Fishing tournaments are a 
common site on Lake Anita. 
Fishing clubs come from all over 
the state for a chance at catching 
a few of the lake's chunky 
largemouth bass. Almost every 
weekend you can see anglers 
competing in these tournaments. 
The lake normally holds vety 
good numbers ofbass, bluegill, 
crappie and channel catfish. And 
extensive habitat work done in 
1992 and 1993 greatly improved 
fish size and numbers. 
However, around 1995 yellow 
bass were found during sampling 
of the lake. In recent years, 
there have been some incredibly 
large spawns, and yellow bass are 
beginning to take over and out-
compete other fish for food. 
Hence, Lake Anita will undergo 
restoration work this fall , which 
will add even more habitat and rid 
the lake of yellow bass, wnich 
will eventually improve the quality 
of fishing. 
Wildlife watchers are greeted 
with a large variety of birds and 
Trailer Sales 
MOUNTAIN AlAE • KOUNTRY STAR 
AMERICAN STAR 
TRAVEL TRAILERS & 5TH WHEELS 
Ohl~lk~~ 
TRAVEL TRAILERS & 5TH WHEELS 
.. 
I :,;~ .. 
• 
FOLDDOWNS 
HEROI.D 
Trailer Sa l es Inc . 
Fam1ly Owned and Operated s1nce '64' 
1806 W. 2nd-Hwy. 92 West, Indianola, lA 
515-961· 7405 
animals throughout the various 
seasons. Lake Anita is a com-
mon stopover for bald eagles and 
migrating waterfowl in the spring 
and fall. There are plenty of 
deer, songbirds and small mam-
mals that live in and around the 
lake. 
An extensive bluebird box 
program, managed by a local 
volunteer, provides opportunities 
to observe and leam about this 
colorful bird. Each year hundreds 
of bluebirds are fledged in the 
boxes at Lake Anita. It is very 
easy to spot the blue wings and 
body as they fly around the park. 
Water quality is great at Lake 
\far<h Apnl ~003 • l<m • ('on>c" JI>Ont~l 
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Antta. mo..,tly becau ·c a large 
port ton of the lake' watershed is 
in apprm cd agricultural practice . 
There arc three large si lt-reten-
tion pond at' ariou atm ·of the 
lake that keep sediment from 
entering the main body. The e 
slit ponds arc al o excellent 
fi hctie . 
The great water quality 
makes Lake Anita a wonderful 
place for \\ immmg. The beach, 
located on the south side of the 
lake, is always popular on hot 
summerday. 
For the more active adven-
turer, there is 4.25-mile hiking and 
bikmg trail follovv mg the lake 
shoreline. The trail is currently 
covered \vtth gravel, but efforts 
arc ongoing to pave it. The trail 
e\ cntually hooks up with the 
Grass Root Nature Trail running 
from the park into the town of 
RENOVATION PLANNED FOR LAKE ANITA 
/ 
Fishing is popular 
at Lake Anita , and 
restoration work 
this fall should 
make it even better. 
(above). Shelters 
are available for 
picnicking (left). 
Camping is one of 
the park's most 
popular activities 
(right) . 
• Ha\ ing shov.n up in 1995, yellow bass 
have increased to the point where they have 
completely taken O\·er the fish population at 
Lake Anita. This has contributed to the 85 
percent drop in bluegill, 70 percent drop in the 
crappie population and 60 percent drop in 
largemouth bass. 
• When the fishing is good, Lake Anita has 
an estimated $750,000 annual economic impact 
to the area. From 1992 to 2002, fishing trips 
have decreased by 50 percent. 
• The lake level will be lowered at the end 
of the summer and a chemical will be applied 
to the water to kill the fish. This will eliminate 
all the yellow bass so the problem does not 
occur again. Afterwards the lake will be 
stocked with bluegill, largemouth bass, redear 
sunfish and channel catfish. Work will also 
be done on the fish habitat and shoreline 
protection instaJled. 
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• After about two to three years the fish 
will be big enough to attract large numbers of 
anglers. 
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Anita, where visitors can get a 
taste of small-town Iowa and 
visit local shops and businesses. 
Lake Anita also has a short 
interpretive trail, which is a great 
way to leam about the different 
tree species growing in Iowa. 
lnfonnational pamphlets are 
available at the trailhead or the 
park office. 
The Whaletown Triathalon 
' 
the second oldest triathlon in the 
state, is also held at Lake Anita 
each year. With more than 150 
participants, the triathlon is fairly 
popular yet tough due to the 
rolling hills in and around the 
park. People come from all over 
to watch or participate in 
the event as runners wind 
around the park and 
through the campground. 
In the near future, 
park visitors will get a 
chance to see what it was 
like in Iowa when settlers 
first arrived. Efforts are 
underway to restore large 
areas of the park to native 
prairie and savannah. A 
recent grant award will 
allow staff to buy the 
seeds needed to establish 
the prairie remnants. 
Over the next several 
years there are plans to 
complete extensive 
invasive tree removal and 
seed planting to make the 
area look as it did hun-
dreds of years ago. There 
are also several large 
areas ofbWT oak savannas 
in the park, and once 
these areas are re-
stored, they will provide 
a beautiful picture of 
historic Iowa. 
Lake Anita State 
Park is a great place 
for a one-day outing or 
a longer vacation with 
the family. The many 
things to do and see at 
the park offer some-
thing for the whole 
family. With the rural 
setting and beautiful landscape, 
Lake Anita is truly one of Iowa's 
places of quiet beauty. 
Joshua Peach is the Park 
Manager at Lake Anita State 
Park. 
~-= BOMBARDIER 
~ 
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Paddle Power: 
Propulsion is All 
Technique 
by Brian Button 
If the winter layoff ha you 
feeling more like Wimpy than 
Popeye, here are some paddling 
tip to help you canoe farther, 
fa ter and more comfortably. 
Good troke techmque benefit 
all paddlers by increa mg efficiency 
and reducing sore muscle and 
trained joints. Seasoned paddlers 
con tantly refine the e troke and 
beginners can benefit from learning 
them early. Here's the skinny on 
the power stroke and J-strokc so 
you can tart malGng waves. 
Power or Fonvard Stroke 
Everyone thinks they know 
thi stroke, until they get left in the 
wake of someone real6' in the 
know. When you need power, 
speed and the ability to cover 
distance and make knots, follow 
these tips. (Warning: Perfect thi 
stroke and you'll start in Iowa and 
finish in St. Louis by dinner!) 
A common eiTOr in the power 
stroke is relying on arm strength. 
Instead, use major muscle groups 
to avoid taxing fast-fatiguing 
smaller muscles. To do so, push 
forward with the top hand, 
drawing strength from powerful 
shoulders, back and abdominal 
muscles of the torso. Keep the 
lower arm straight, bending only 
ncar the end of the stroke to help 
lo\\.1 Cun,crvat•onl\l • MMcn.Apn12003 
mO\ c the blade from the water. 
Thmk of the tor o pushing the 
~boulder forward, which pushes 
the upper ann and paddle, instead 
of pulling with the biceps of the 
shaf1 hand. To do so, you "wind 
up" or twist the torso and lean 
forward. During the stroke, the 
torso unwinds to deliver power 
movmg between a 10 o'clock to 2 
o'clock po 1t10n. 
Keep the paddle \ ertical, not 
acros the body. Keep arms and 
hands no h1gher than your eyes. 
Any h1gher and you merely tire 
mu cle for no gain. Cleanly pull 
the blade from the water near your 
hip , any farther aft and you 
imply lif1 water, creating drag and 
wasting energy. At stroke's end, 
the blade is still vertical. 
J- troke 
With practice you can track a 
canoe in a traight line without 
ruddcnng or witching 
tdc to paddle, 
makmg tt ea ier when 
your buddy in the bow 
is lacking or when 
you want to canoe 
solo. 
Use this stroke 
onJy from the stem, or 
rear. Start the]-
stroke like a typical 
forward stroke, 
finishing with a gentle 
pty away from the 
canoe ( ee illustration 
at right). Tum the 
thumb of the top hand 
down slowly during 
..c 
E 
V" 
"" 
,., 
the stroke to alter the paddle blade 
pitch (sec photos belo'A and right). 
Expenment turning the thumb down 
early or late in the stroke and 
combining it with the gentle pry, or 
J-shapcd stroke, away from the 
canoe to provide additional course 
correction as needed. 
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Some Basic Mistakes 
Splashing and Gurgling: 
Splashing on paddle entry and exit 
should be avoided. Backsplashes 
indicate pulling before the paddle 
is fully inserted into the water, a 
wasteful motion that does nothing 
for forward propulsion. 
Arms: Anns are a small 
muscle group compared to larger 
and more powerful abdominal, 
r 
Streamside Lessons 
Canoeing on the aptly 
named Skunk River with a 
flotilla of six canoes, an owl lifts 
off like a lumbering cargo jet 
from a river bank tree. Losing 
altitude due to the extra weight 
- an adult skunk clutched in its 
talons and spooked by the 
alwninum annada below, it 
shoulder and back muscles. Use 
these powerhouses for the 
majority of propulsion by twisting 
and rotating the torso. Reach 
foiWard, don't just sit bolt upright. 
Again, kayakers and canoeists 
should avoid keeping hands higher 
than the eye or chin, which 
fatigues the shoulders, neck and 
arms. 
Tensing: Relax non-paddling 
muscles for comfort. A 
death-grip on the paddle 
or tense neck cause 
strain. 
Pulling too Fast: 
Don't pull the paddle too 
quickly and simply move 
water by you. Think of 
~ the paddle as an anchor 
J5 to "grab" the water and 
>. 
C pull yourself past that 
lacking and the skunk bomb missed 
a direct hit, instead belly-flopping 
and splashing the screanling 
paddlers. Lesson one: Learn to pull 
the canoe past the paddle, don't 
simply pull the paddle through the 
water. Lesson two: Iowa's owls 
need more bombing run practice. 
* * * drops the smelly payload like a Two potential hazards quickly 
B-52. As the skunk fell , adrena- appear after a sharp bend in the 
line-stoked friends in the lead swift spring flow of the Shell Rock 
canoe put paddle to water, River; a barbed wire fence strung 
hurriedly pulling their paddles across the rapids and a bovine 
too fast, moving a lot of water naval blockade in the fonn of a 
past them but not moving the massive, muscle-rippled brown bull 
canoe forward. Fortunately, the standing in the channel just across 
spot, not just pulling water by you, 
or imagine sticks in the river that 
you must grab to pull yourself past. 
Brian Button is an air quality 
infonnation specialist and an 
avid canoeist. 
Using a strong reverse 
stroke, I keep from flowing 
through the barbed wire like 
soup stock through a strainer. 
With a leg in the water for 
stability and unaware you could 
electrify barbed fences, I grip 
the wire to keep from snagging 
while figuring out what to do 
about the bull. Zap! My high 
wattage yell sent the bull 
running, at least solving one of 
the problems. 
Lesson one: Watch the 
river for hazards and be able to 
control your craft. Lesson 
two: It's no bull; water and 
electricity don't mix. 
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Prairie Power! by Meggan Daniels • photos by Roger A. Hill 
ake a look out your 
wmdo'' . 'V\ l1at do you 
ee? Chance are you 
ee buildings, roads, parkmg lot or 
a patchwork quilt of farm field 
dotted with houses. About 150 
years ago you would have een an 
endle sea of rolling prairie 
gra e with plashe of orange, 
purple and yellow prairie f1owcr . 
The sounds of meadowlarks and 
bobolinks have been replaced w1th 
car horns and siren . The prainc 
ha nearly vani hed from Iowa. 
B1g Bluestem 
A prairie i land covered mostly 
wi th gra es and forb (fl owering 
plants). Prairie grasses, like big 
blue tern, can grow more than 8 
feet tall and have roots spreading 
nearly 16 feet bcJow ground. 
!--lowers uch as pale pmple conc-
nowcr, compa plant and butterfly 
milkweed pro\ tde excellent food 
source for b1rd , butterflies and 
other am mal . 
An1mal uch a 
b1son and elk 
once roamed 
IO\\'a fccdmg on 
the deliCIOUS 
praine plants, 
while wolves 
rna terfully 
hunted these 
large herbivore 
(plant caters). 
When the prame 
d1 appeared, though, o did the e 
ammals. 
When ettlers first arrived, 30 
million acre oflowa were covered 
w1th tallgras prairie . Settlers 
needed to grow food for survi\'al 
and the rich prairie oil was perfect 
for raising com, hay and other 
vegetables. The prairie's many long 
roots were hard to break without 
~trong equipment, but once the plow 
was improved, each year more and 
more prairie was turned into farm-
land. 
Today, lcs than one-tenth of 1 
percent oflowa 'stall grass prairie 
remam The little parcels left 
contam a \·cry diverse group of 
ammal and plants that need om 
help for un ivai. Contact your local 
D R office or county conservation 
board to find out what prairie areas 
are ncar you and take a field trip to 
discover"' hat Iowa looked like 
more than 150 years ago. 
Crack the Prairie Mystery 
Usc the key below to crack the secret code about Iowa' prairie history. 
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President Theodore Roosevelt 
established the first national 
wildlife refuge on March 14, 
1903 at Pelican Island, Florida. 
Celebrate 1 00 years ofNational 
Wildlife Refuges by visiting 
Iowa's Neal Smith National 
Wildlife Refuge. The refuge 
offers five miles of walking 
trails where you're bound to see 
many of the native prairie 
animals, including bison and elk. 
This 5,000-acre area, located 
just east of Des Moines, is 
carrying out the daunting task of 
restoring a portion oflowa's 
tall grass prairie. The refuge is 
open from dawn until dusk 
seven days a week while the 
Prairie Learning Center is open 
year round to the public Monday 
through Saturday, 9 a.m. to 4 
p.m. and Sunday 12 p.m. to 5 
p.m. Admission is free. 
Fast Facts 
• The pasque flower is the first 
prrurie forb to bloom in Iowa each 
year. 
• Prairie began to form about 
8,000 years ago. 
• Prairie once covered about 40 
percent of the U.S. 
• A bison can consume 30 to 50 
pounds of food a day. 
• Prairie dogs are not dogs at all-
they're ground squirrels! 
• Prairie fires can bwn as hot as 
700 degrees Fahrenheit 
(boiling is 212 degrees). 
• Coyotes did not live in Iowa 
until wolves were forced out. 
Mix-n-Match 
Can you match these Iowa prairie dwellers of yesterday and 
today with their pictures? 
A 
B. 
C. 
White-tailed deer 
D. 
Badger 
Bison 
Prairie crucken 
"' ..
"0 
.. 
E. E Monarch butterfly Vl >. 
f-
Bullsnake 
F. 
' O)!t:1US1f08 ·.=~ AUlOJ!Oq 
l(OJtmOJt\[ ·3 UOSI8 '0 U0)!0!40 O!J!t:1ld ' :)lOOp pOJ!tn-Ol!llA\ ' 8 Jo8pt!8 ·y :JOMSU\f 
Fire on the Prairie 
Before the prairie was converted into farmland, great fires sparked 
by lightening or Native American hunting groups swept across Iowa 
leaving behind a blackened ground. The dark, exposed surface ab-
sorbed the sun 's energy readily and stimulated the growth of plants. 
Fire also helped control the invasion of woody shrubs and trees. But for 
the frontier family living on the prairie, fire was a terrible thing that could 
destroy their home, farm and take their lives. Therefore, fires were put 
out. Today, controlled bwns and prescribed fires are used to ensure the 
health of the prairie and protect its human neighbors. 
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Storm Water Permits 
Now Required for One-
Acre Land Clearing 
Anyone who dt turbs or clears 
one acre or more of land arc now 
required to have a totm water 
pctmit from the D R. 
'Tht applie to anyone 
tm oh cd m con tructton actt\ ttle , 
mcludmg municipahttcs, countte , 
mdt\ tdual and fam1crs," atd Joe 
Griffin, program coordmator wtth 
the DNR. 
The permit is required when 
one acre or more i dtsturbcd on 
any proJect that bare the ground 
by remO\ ing vegetation, concrete 
or other tabilizing matenal . A 
bare urface include soil tock-
pile . 
Griffin said that there i an 
agncultural exemption for actt\ ttie 
that further croppmg. That would 
mclude m talling drainage tile or 
terraces in a crop field, or grubbing 
tree for a row crop. 
Penn its are relatively imple to 
obtain. First a pollution prevention 
plan must be written for the ite 
that i being cleared. The plan 
hould outline how ero ion will be 
minimized during the construction 
project. Practices such as si It 
fences, retention basins, temporary 
seeding or muJch can be u ed. 
"One of the mo t effective 
ways to prevent erosion is to 
disturb the minimum amount of 
surface area at any one time," said 
Griffin. 
The pollution prevention plan 
must be followed, but it doe not 
lo\\ .1 t on,crvaltonl\1 • March \pn(1003 
need to be submitted to the DNR. 
After \Hitmg the plan, a two-page 
apphcatton fotm need to be 
completed. lnfotmatwn on how to 
file a complete notice of intent and 
the general stonn water pem1it 
No.2 arc available on the DNR 's 
web itc at http: www.statc.ia.us 
epd waste\\ tr wwapp 
npde .htm#~tonn. 
Pcnmt applicants mu t 
provtde proof of public notification 
and the one-year fee of $150 with 
their application fotm. 
Griffin atd that anyone 
di turbmg fh·e acre or more ha 
been reqwred to ha\·e a tom1 
water pem11t mce 1992, but the 
one-acre requirement was 
required afler the U.S. Environ-
mental Protection Agency 
changed tts rule in 1999. 
For more mfonnarion, contact 
Joe Griffin at 515-281-7017. 
National Fishing Week 
Free Fishing Days 
June 6-8 
In an effort to promote 
fishing, the Iowa DNR will be 
JOining other agencies and organi-
;ations across the country m 
pon oring attonal Ftshmg Week 
June 1-8. 
As part of the celebration, the 
DNR has designated June 6-8 as 
Free Fishing Day~ in Iowa. 
During those days only, Iowa 
re tdents may fish and possess 
fi h \\ ithout purchasmg a license 
or paying the ne\'> fi h habitat 
fee. Payment of the trout fee, 
normally required when possess-
ing trout, has also been waived. 
All other fishing regulations, 
mcluding ize and po~ es ion 
limit , apply. 
Check out the DNR's website or watch your 
local media for information on 
Free Camping Weekend May 2-4! 
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New State Land to 
Benefit Songbirds 
The Iowa DNR has acquired 
an 80-acre tract of land that 
boarders the west side of the 
Cedar Creek Unit of Stephens 
State Forest, near Williamson. 
Nearly all of the land is in 
timber and has important benefits 
to nongame wildlife, said Doug 
Harr, with the DNR's wildlife 
diversity program. "We thought it 
was pretty important to migrating 
and nesting songbirds," he said. 
"And as the hickories age, it has 
the potential to have nursery 
colony habitat for the Indiana bat, 
which is listed as a federally 
endangered species, so that was 
attractive to us." 
The new property is only 
accessible through the existing 
Cedar Creek Unit. No vehicles 
will be allowed on the property. 
The land was purchased 
through a federally appropriated 
state wildlife grant and a match-
ing donation from the National 
Wild Turkey Federation. It will 
be managed for the Kentucky 
Plant Tree and Shrub Seedlings, 
Improve Bird Habitat 
Birds need food, shelter and nesting sites. Iowa 
landowners can help promote bird habitat by planting 
native tree and shrub seedlings. The DNR State Forest 
Nursery has specialty packets of 20 to 200 seedlings 
that are designed to improve bird habitat. Available are 
Songbird, Pheasant/Quail and Turkey packets. For 
more infonnation, call 800-865-2477 or see the web site 
www. iowadnr.com/forestry/ 
warbler, yellow-breasted chat, 
scarlet tanger, yellow-throated 
vireo and other warblers, vireos 
and flycatchers. 
nesting season, Harr said. The 
new property will be managed 
jointly by the wildlife and forestry 
bureaus. 
"This purchase couldn't 
have been possible without the 
generous donation from the 
National 
The DNR acquired the 
property on Dec. 20 for $28,000. 
Wild Turkey 
Federation," 
Harr said. 
"This should 
also provide 
an excellent 
opportunity 
to expand 
turkey and 
deer hunting 
in southeast 
Iowa." 
The 
spring turkey 
hunting 
seasons, 
which runs 
from Aprill4 
through May 
18, will not 
conflict with 
the songbird 
--........ -~ADO~Ior 
'\.\ n:a.u. I.DOl1RCI$ 
This year's nongame support certificate is now 
available. The 2003 certificate features a 
photograph of a female bobcat with two kittens 
taken by Ty Smedes. Only 1,000 certificates 
were printed and are available for a limited 
time. The Nongame Support Certificate costs 
$5 with benefits going to Iowa's Wildlife 
Diversity Program. The certificates have been 
produced annually since 1979. 
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New Program Will 
Protect Valuable 
Habitat for Species in 
Peril 
The Iowa 0 R received a 
fir t-of-its-kind grant fi·om the 
U. . Fi hand Wildlife entice to 
further protect and enhance 
critical habitat to protect pecies 
It ted as endangered, threatened 
or of pecial concern. 
The Landowner Incentive 
Program i funded by a three-year 
grant that will provide 300,000 
each year in cost-share money to 
landowners that agree 
to protect and enhance habitat 
that harbor plants, birds, mam-
mals, fish, butterflies or other 
pecies listed as threatened 
' 
endangered or of pecial con-
cern. Highest priority will be 
given to federally listed pccies. 
The D R wildlife bureau had to 
match 25 percent of the grant in 
order to receive the money. 
"I think this i going to be a 
great opportunity," said Ken 
Herring, supervisor for the 
DNR's private lands program. 
"The timing is tight for Iowa to 
be involved in a program like this. 
This program is not tied to any 
farm ing practices or crop base, it 
is for all landowners who are 
looking to protect and enhance 
critical natural resource areas." 
Herring said the field staff 
will be working with landowners 
to try to identify where these 
species are found in Iowa and to 
then work with the landowner to 
tmpro\ e and protect the habitat. 
"We arc gomg to work to pre-
ervc and restore the rare and 
endangered populations rather 
than the more common species," 
he said. 
The program wi ll provide 75 
percent of the money to improve 
c:xi ting habitat on land hosting 
one or more of the listed species. 
Landowners ~ ill provide the 
remammg 25 percent which, for 
c:\ample, could include the labor 
for re toratton or by paying a 
contractor to do the improve-
ments to the landscape. 
"We ha' e a lot of the techni-
cal a i tance delivery in place 
with 25 private lands staff 
already in the field. We will be 
working with an additional 50 to 
60 taff of fi herie , wildlife and 
fore try expert who will also be 
workmg wtth landowners on thi 
project," Hemng aid. It is also 
expected that other con er-vation 
group ~ tll be mtere ted in 
prm tdmg technical assistance to 
landowners. 
Thi is a program designed 
for all uncommon specie - the 
rare and often unnoticed plants, 
insect , reptiles, a well as 
species like the bald eagle. 
There have been other 
programs focusing on threatened 
and endangered species, but the 
focus of those programs was 
generally acquiring land. The 
Landovvner Incentive Program's 
focu i working with landowners 
to improve the existing habitat 
that host. these species. 
r (cmng is targeting this fall to 
begin meeting with landowners 
about the program. 
For more infonnation, contact 
llcrring at 515-281-5529. 
..·. \ ~ -'"' 
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iowa's 
Pheasants F ore\'er 
chapters are working \Vith 
fanners and landowners to 
e tabli h wildlife habitat. The 
mission of Pheasants Forever is 
to rc tore pheasants and other 
wildlife populations by providing 
quality habitat. PF provides 
a si tancc to landowners in 
planting food plots, nesting cover, 
helterbelt and other habitat for 
game and nongame wtldlife. 
Phea ant Fore\'er currently 
has 103 chapters throughout the 
tate eager to work with local 
farmers and landowners for the 
benefi t of all upland and wetland 
wildlife. 
For help planting wildlife 
habitat or more information about 
Pheasants Forever, contact 
Jim Wooley (S. Iowa-
641-774-2238), 
Matt O'Connor (E.Iowa-
563-926-2357), 
Mark Heckenlaible (W. Iowa-
402-687-2004) 
Dave VanWau (Centra] lowa-
64 1-377-3480). 
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Volunteering Today 
For A Better Iowa Tomorrow 
Eagle Scout Projects: WINDFALL FOR PARKS 
Churches, schools and 
communities across the state reap 
the benefits ofEagle Scouts' 
projects. Iowa 's state parks are no 
exception. Every year there are 
at least 25 Eagle Scout projects 
completed on state lands. 
Wildcat Den State Park, located in southeastern Iowa, was 
the site of Blue Grass Eagle Scout Brett Hamilton's attention. A 
tree fell across a popular observation deck during a wind storm 
and damaged the railing beyond repair . 
Hamilton and scouts in his troop removed the old railing. 
They then made a new railing at Hamilton's residence, and 
brought it back to the site to install. 
In addition to replacing the railing, the scouts also used 
railroad ties to improve the approach to the overlook. 
This is just one of the many projects completed with Eagle 
Scout labor and material donations. For more information about 
volunteering for state parks, contact call800-367-1025, or 
contact volunteer@dnr.state.ia.us or go to 
www.keepersoftheland.org 
Brett Hamilton (foreground) with scouts, DNA staff and 
parents who built and installed the new observation deck 
railing and fixed the approach to the deck. 
Upcoming NRC 
and EPC Meetings 
The dates and locations have 
been set for the following meet-
ings of the Natural Resource 
Commission and Environmental 
Protection Commission of the 
Iowa Department ofNatural 
Resources. 
Agendas are set approxi-
mately 10 days prior to the 
scheduled meeting date. For 
additional information, contact the 
Iowa Department of Natural 
Resources, Wallace State Office 
Building, 502 E. 9th St., Des 
Moines, Iowa 503 19-0034. 
Natural Resource 
Commission: 
April10 
Telephone Meeting 
May8 
Loess Hills 
June 12 
Black Hawk County 
Environmental Protection 
Commission: 
April21 
Des Moines 
May 19 
Des Moines 
June 16 
Des Moines 
ARDEN'S DIARY 
o you ever not1cc 
how thing can go 
from one extreme to 
another in a hort period of time? 
That' how 1t was one day not too 
long ago when r received two 
telephone call . 
The first call came from a 
fellow officer who told me T1m 
Dorr had died. If you didn't know 
Tim, you should have. Tho e or u 
who kne'A and worked with him 
are better people for it. Tim 'A a 
a con ef\atton officer who, due to 
a battle wlth cancer, wa forced 
to retire from the DNR. His 
courage was an inspiration to all 
of us. He was dedicated to his 
job and his family, and he was a 
man of mtegrity who proved 
cancer can never take one's 
spirit. I didn't work in the same 
district as Tim, so I saw him only 
on occasion. But, I remember he 
took an interest in the way things 
worked, and the way things were 
put together. If you ever asked 
him how something worked, you 
could bet he had the answer. 
l was thinking about that a 
short time later when the second 
call came in. I immediately 
recognized the voice on the other 
Carrying the Tradition 
------ by Chuck Humeston 
end. It wa a young man who I 
had worked with from time to 
time as a summer Water Patrol 
Officer on one of the lakes. He 
wa an energetic person pursumg 
with focu ht goal ofbecommg a 
con ervat1on officer. We were m 
the proce of hinng new officers 
at the time. I knew he had applied, 
but when I read the li t of appli-
cants, trangely I not1ced hi name 
. 
was m1 mg. 
"H1 Chuck," he atd. "I Just 
wanted to let you know r 11 be 
wearing a gold badge in about a 
month." Hi excitement was 
evident to ay the least. And 
rightfully o. We average around 
260 application for om po itton , 
and he had un 1 \·ed the proce 
and was reahzmg h1 life' dream. 
"That' great," 1 answered. 
"Congratulation , I' m very happy 
for you. The department need 
people like you." 
I hung up the phone, and 
drove someplace where I could 
think for awhile. r thought how 
most thjngs in life are based on a 
cycle. The cycle of the seasons. 
The cycle of the wildlife we see 
in the outdoors. And I gues it 
holds true for the cycle of the 
seasons or our live . 
It hi ts me again as I write this 
thinking about my close friend 
Arlen Throne. Arlen is a conser-
vation officer in Mason City who 
suffered a heart attack in May. 
Bemg the fighter he IS, he worked 
hard to get back to the job, but 
the damage was too great. He 
ret1red at the end of January. 
Arlen and I are the same age. 
although he takes great pleasure 
m remmding me I'm a fe'A months 
"older." We shared many 
adventures together that J w1ll 
never forget, and for me, the job 
will not be the same 'A 1thout him. 
But again, e\ en a I recel\ ed the 
new of his impendmg ret1rement. 
I wa pending 1 0 day bemg a 
field training officer for one of 
our newly hired officers. The 
irony was not lo ton me. 
o it goes. I think back on 
the officers I kne\\ \\ ho m ptred 
me \vhen I wa hired: Wendell 
imon on. Bob Moat . Jtm Juda , 
Ed Lawrence and others \v ho I 
looked at and thought, "No way 
wi Il l ever know a much as these 
guy do!" 1 would ay that 1 
probably till true. 
'o, I thought about the cycle 
th1 i . The job of a con ef\ ation 
officer is more than just an 
occupation - much more. Fish 
and game law enforcement is a 
life tyle we embrace. FellO\\ 
officer Steve Schutte and 1 were 
talking about that recent!). We 
commented if we aren't doing the 
job, then we are u ually doing 
something in the outdoors. It 
draw us. It calls us. It is where 
we feel the mo t alive. One of 
-
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my mentors always said, "If it 
doesn't have fur, fins or feathers, 
then I don't ttust it. " It is a 
lifestyle that sometimes carries 
personal cost. But, we have 
accepted that, and those of us 
who do it are very blessed to be, 
as Bob Moats always put it, "One 
of the select." 
I will admit my youthful 
exuberance has been tempered 
somewhat. I have learned I can't 
single-handedly save the environ-
ment. Maybe that can be viewed 
as cynicism or some kind of, 
"burnout." If so, I would take 
issue with that. lt wasn't long 
ago, while on duty, I stopped on 
top of a bluff overlooking the 
Iowa River to watch the colors 
change as the sun set. T t was one 
of those times I shook my head, 
and thought, "They actually pay 
me to do this." 
I would rather believe that 
experience has taught me to 
choose my battles well, and I 
have learned what really is 
important are the men and 
women I work with. They 
do more than a job. They 
carry on a tradition that has 
been entrusted to us, and 
which we will some day 
entrust to others. 
Somewhere right now 
the cycle continue . Some-
where there is a young 
person sitting at the edge of 
a pond slowly pulling a noisy 
popper across the water, or 
sighting in a BB gun on 
some imaginary target. 
They have tasted the 
outdoors, and they arc fi lled 
with wonder as it calls 
them. They are dreaming. 
Dreaming maybe of one 
day wearirrg the gold badge 
we will hand down to them. 
-=-- -
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BURLINGTON 
Archer Manne 
800·357-7096 
www archerautomanne.com 
DECORAH 
Upper Iowa Manne 
563-382-9387 
Ulmanne@earthhnk.net 
DUBUQUE 
Dubuque Yacht 
Basin, Inc. 
563-588-9564 
www.dubuqueyachtbas1n.com 
GUTIENBERG 
J & L Manne 
563-252-2020 
www 1andlmanne.com 
IOWA FALLS 
Iowa Falls Imp. & Manne 
641-648-4231 
www.1owafallsmanne.com 
WATERLOO 
WBM Manne 
800-728-2628 
wwwwbmmanne.com 
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